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Has shaggy DAVID 

LETTERMAN gone 

postal? His facial 

hair sure doesn’t 

win our stamp of 

approval!

Thanks to this 

tell-tale bruise, 

we can guess 

with JULIANNE 

MOORE’S been up 

to! Some people 

have NO shame!

Chin-credible 

actress AMY 

ADAMS is 

looking more 

puffy than 

Enchanted 

these days

SEEING 
DOUBLE
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 SKINNY 

PURPLE

GUT 

Skin and bones 

TARA REID 

makes waves in 

a too revealing 

bathing suit! 

We’re biting 

our tongues 

and refraining 

from making a 

nasty crack!

 Pop royalty PARIS 

JACKSON looks more like 

Prince’s kid than King of 

Pop Michael’s with her 

plum pretty locks

Mad Men swinger JON HAMM let’s 

it all hang out as he swings at a high 

hard one during a sandlot game

 REID  
 BETWEEN  
 THE LINE 
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ODFATHER star James Caan was rushed to the 

hospital for a possible heart attack after GLOBE 

revealed he’s been caught up in a 22-year-

old death mystery!

The 75-year-old actor complained of 

chest pain while on a Toronto movie shoot 

and was rushed to a nearby emergency 

room. 

The terrifying crisis  is just the latest 

drama for the once-handsome star. 

Just last week GLOBE exposed a long-

suppressed coroner’s report on the 

1993 death of Caan’s pal Mark Schwartz, 

a 25-year-old actor who plunged from 

the star’s apartment building.  At the time, 

police investigators said they saw “narcotics 

and paraphernalia” in Caan’s pad.

And when Jimmy was rushed to the 

Toronto hospital on Sept. 29, “he was 

clutching his chest — thinking he was dying,” 

a source says. 

“He thought he was having a heart attack,      

and that his old drug days had caught up to 

him!”

Caan was filming the flick Operation 

Insanity when he fell ill. Doctors determined the 

Rollerball stud did NOT have a heart attack and released 

him — with the warning he needed to see his own doctors. 

But the aging star can’t afford to slow down, sources say.

Caan, who is currently going through a divorce from 

fourth wife Linda Stokes, 57,  says he needs the work: 

“With my four marriages and five kids, I just can’t afford 

to retire!”

CAUGHT
LAST WEEK
IN SCANDAL
OVER PAL’S

DEATH

Godfather star Caan 

has been experiencing 

pain, says a source, 

ever since GLOBE ran 

the story questioning 

his involvement in a 

suspicious death
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C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

T
V legend Barbara 
Walters has lost her 
famous gift of gab — 
and shocked friends 

are terrified the respected 
reporter is losing her mind!

An insider tells GLOBE 
that Walters — who turned 
86 on Sept. 25  — has grown 
increasingly forgetful since 
leaving The View last year, 
and may be suffering from 

early stages of dementia or 
Alzheimer’s disease!

Walters’ recent guest visits 
hosting The View were a 
disaster, says the source, who 
explains, “Producers had to 
spoon-feed her words, and 
even the names of guests 
through an ear piece she’s 
required to wear. 

“Without the device, she’d 
sound like a blathering idiot!”

Her decline is heartbreaking, 
notes the spy, since the news 
veteran was renowned for her 

“quick mind,” which is now “a 
thing of the past.”

“Most of the time she’s on 
air, she has to be told what 
to say,” adds the insider. “It’s 
definitely more than a senior 
moment or two!”

And the formerly vibrant 

socialite is no 
longer a fixture on 
the New York City 
circuit, according 
to the close 
associate. 

“When she does venture out, 
there are whispers Barbara 

just doesn’t seem like 
herself,” the source reveals.

An eyewitness who 
spotted Babs attending 
the Broadway play On  
the Town says the icon 
looked “absolutely horrible,” 
adding: “She was hunched 
over as she shuffled out to 
her car, and it appears her 
health is really declining!”.”

And another source says 
Walters appeared to be “in 
a daze while needing to 
be propped up” at a recent 
event held in the Big Apple’s 
Lincoln Center.

Adds the insider, 
“Everyone feels bad for her.

“After four divorces, 
there’s no man in her life 
taking care of her. She’s 
pretty much alone!”

          — BOB HARTLEIN

“Her quick mind 
is a thing of  

ALZHEIMER’S FEARS FOR
DAZED BARBARA WALTERS!
TV legend, 86,

is FADING FAST

Frantic ABC executives had 

once hoped to bring Barbara 

back to save The View

 A 
 TROUBLING  

 VIEW 

Legendary newswoman 

Barbara Walters looked 

confused while recently 

out in Manhattan
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

DEATHB

 He was on  
the Hollywood 

scrap  heap

I
N a blockbuster new 
memoir, Burt Reynolds 
reveals the darkest 
chapter in his 50-year 
career when some 

of his closest friends in 
Hollywood turned their 
backs on him amid fears he 
was dying from AIDS!

The Smokey and the 
Bandit superstar, now 79, is 
still bitter over the famous 
pals who betrayed him at 
his lowest point, according 
to a GLOBE source who 
has read the sensational 
book from cover to cover.

Burt admits he didn’t 
work for two years in 
the 1980s after losing 40 
pounds due to a mysterious 
illness — and Hollywood 

contracted the killer virus.
Even his dentist and 

make-up artist refused to 
touch him because of the 
AIDS scare, the one-time 
tough guy actor writes in 
But Enough About Me, due 
in shops on Nov. 17.

“Burt was telling 
everyone he knew that 
his illness was caused by 
a broken jaw, but even 
people he knew well 
thought he had AIDS,” said 
the insider, who got an 
exclusive sneak peak at the 
upcoming tell-all.

“He couldn’t even go 
public with the truth 
because he looked as bad as 
everyone was saying, like a 
bag of bones. He was afraid 
they wouldn’t believe him. 

scrap heap unable 

Burt’s life was 

BURT REYN

Burt spilled  

his guts on  

Johnny Carson’s  

Tonight Show at 

the height of the 

AIDS scandal

Burt suffered 

a broken jaw 

triggering 

AIDS rumors 

to spread 
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ED TELL-ALL!

Frail star, 79, confesses his AIDS 
nightmare in shocking new bookNOLDS’ 

that he  literally crawled into 
the street to flag down an 
ambulance trying to find his 
Hollywood home, the insider 
reveals.

With five decades in the 
movies under his belt, Burt 
finally names pals who stood 
by him at his toughest time 
— Ann-Margret, Elizabeth 
Taylor, Angie Dickinson, Jon 
Voight, Charles Durning, 
Clint Eastwood and Johnny 
Carson — and dishes on 
those who didn’t. He’d 
later joke so many buddies 
deserted him he saved a 
fortune on Christmas cards! 
But he’s not really laughing.

In the page-turner, Burt 
says he had a fallout with 
Smokey co-star Sally Field, 
the love of his life, when she 
was asked in a magazine 
interview if Reynolds had 
AIDS — and she said she 
didn’t know!

“Burt says he was really 
hurt by her remarks and 
they haven’t been in touch 
since,” says the insider, who 
notes the Longest Yard anti-
hero can hold grudges — and 
believes in payback. 

“As he hit rock bottom, Burt 
went on Johnny Carson’s 
Tonight Show toting a little 
black address book. As the 

cameras zoomed in, he tore 
out all the pages with the 
names of the friends who 
weren’t there for him,” said 
the source. “He says he still 
can’t forgive them.”

Won’t go quietly 
But a Hollywood insider 

insists Burt’s upcoming book 
is a chance for the dying 
superstar to set the record 
straight before it’s too late.

“Burt doesn’t know how 
long he has left so he wants 
to make sure the truth is out 
there after all these years, 
especially when so many 
people thought he was 
battling AIDS back then,” 
adds the source. “But he’s 
a fighter and refuses to go 
quietly.”

In fact, the frail star finally 
bounced back from his 
AIDS crisis after finding 
a retired dentist who re-
aligned all his teeth, which 
cured his pain and physical 
problems. The Deliverance 
hunk was diagnosed 
with temporomandibular 
disorder, also known as TMD 
or TMJ, which affects the 
joint connecting the jaw and 
the skull.

It was caused when 
Reynolds was accidentally 

hit in the jaw with a steel 
chair during a fight scene 
for his 1984 movie City 
Heat co-starring Eastwood. 
The impact was so bad he 
could barely open his mouth 
afterwards and suffered 
blinding headaches. He 
describes the condition in the 
book as like being seasick all 
the time.

Prescribed with a new drug 
called Halcion to relax his 
jaw, Burt writes he started 
gobbling 50 pills a day and 
ended up looking like “a 
cadaver.”

And the nightmare still 
wasn’t over. He became 
hooked on the drug. Ignoring 
his doctor’s advice to check 
into the Betty Ford Clinic, 
Burt quit cold turkey.

Years later, he writes, 
he had another battle with 
prescription pills following 
back surgery and that time 
he did decide to go into 
rehab.

Says the insider, “As he 
faces his final days, Burt’s 
confessing all. He’s holding 
nothing back. He wants to 
control his legacy and has 
finally set the record straight.”

 CRIPPLED 

 Reynolds 

needs a cane 

to walk

LADIES MAN BURT IS LOSER 

AT LOVE, See Pages 30-31 
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R O YA L  N E W S

C
ONNIVING Camilla 
has clawed her way 
back into power, gloat-
ing gleefully, “I will be 
Queen one day!” sourc-
es tell GLOBE.

As soon as Queen Elizabeth re-
versed her decision to step down 
in the near future and make Wil-
liam and Kate the next King and 
Queen, Prince Charles’ scheming 
second wife set in motion a plot 
to snatch the Crown.

And this time she has a pow-
erful new ally — a politician 
with close ties to the royal fam-
ily who is also her secret lover! 

“Her Majesty’s determination 
to remain on the job — at least 
for the immediate future —  
gave Camilla the opportunity 
to work on her husband and 
push him into fighting for 
his birthright as heir to the 
Throne,” say a palace insider.

With their stormy 10-year 
marriage hanging by a thread, 
scheming Camilla used her 
influential lover, a senior 
member of the government, to 
reach out to Charles.

“This man, a multi-
millionaire on first-name terms 
with many Royals, approached 

BOTH Charles and his crusty 
old father, Prince Philip, 
and laid out the reasons the 
traditional line of succession 
must remain intact — with 
Camilla becoming Queen,” 
says the insider.

“He told them they had to keep 
Camilla as happy as possible, at 

all costs. He insisted they could 
cause cataclysmic damage.

“Philip can’t stand his 
daughter-in-law and doesn’t 
even want her in the family — 
but he was told that if Charles 
and Camilla are not the next 
King and Queen, it will mean 
the end of the Monarchy.

“As grouchy as he is, Philip 
holds the Royal Family’s 
legacy as a matter of the utmost 
importance. He begrudgingly 
had to agree.”

As GLOBE reported in the 
Oct. 5 issue, the 89-year-old 
Queen told her grandson 
William she would not abdicate 

Charles’ wife claws her way back 

to power & boasts she’ll be Queen

William and Kate 

are feeling  

betrayed after the 

Queen decided the 

33-year-olds are 

too young to take 

her place as  

Britain’s ruler

 CAST  
 ASIDE 

Weak-willed Charles got  

an earful from Camilla, who 

is calling off their divorce
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in his favor after a secret report 
she’d commissioned revealed 
the nation Britons believes he 
and his wife aren’t ready to rule.

The 33-year-old Royal 
Couple felt they had been 
betrayed, but it gave 68-year-
old Camilla fresh hope — and 
after her politician lover had 

softened up Charles and Philip, 
she went in for the kill.

According to sources, 
Camilla confronted Charles 
and told him, ‘Now is your time. 
If you show some backbone 
and demand the Throne, it will 
be yours!’ ”

She then promised to back 

away from her outrageous $400 
million divorce ultimatum so 
they could present themselves 
as a happily reunited couple.

“She told Charles he had to 
stop bowing to his mother’s 
desire to bypass him and stand 
up for himself. She said that if 
he ‘grows a pair’ she’ll stand 
beside him and make sure 

his royal reputation remains 
intact — and he could avoid a 
SECOND scandalous divorce.

After some serious soul-
searching, Charles told his 
controlling wife, “ I understand 
— and I WILL fight,” the insider 
says. “And he promised Camilla 
she would be his Queen.”

Meanwhile, another source 
tells GLOBE Camilla “has 
been cackling to cronies, 
‘I’ve won! I’ve won! That 
Commoner Kate will 
just have to wait to 
be Queen.’ Kate was 
stunned when she 
heard about it.”

But others warn 
Camilla could 
be counting her 
chickens before 
they’ve hatched.

“A recent poll 
showed the  vast 

majority of Brits don’t want 
Camilla to ever be Queen, 
and many still blame her for 
ruining Charles’ marriage to 
Diana,” says the insider. “They 
feel that if it weren’t for her, Di 
would still be alive.”

And Alan Berry, co-founder 
of the Diana Appreciation 
Society, says bluntly, “We’d 
like to see Prince William 
become King.”

Adds the source, “Camilla 
may have won for now, but she 
shouldn’t count out William 
and Kate yet.” 

‘I’ve won! I’ve won!

Commoner Kate 

will just have to 

wait to be Queen’

Gloating Camilla is flaunting her new status and boasting, 

“I will be the next Queen,” insiders say

Dying Queen 

Elizabeth has 

changed her mind 

on stepping down 

from the Throne at 

least for now

 THE FINAL  
 SAY 

 DEVIOUS 
 DUCHESS 
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R E A L  L I F E

U-2 SPY PLANE 
PILOT WAS 

Cruel betrayal of Gary Powers 

EXPOSED AFTER 55 YEARS: TRUE 

STORY
BEHIND

TOM HANKS’

NEW 

MOVIE

B
RAVE American pilot 
Gary Powers was 
branded a coward 
and traitor when he 

returned to the U.S. after 
his U-2 plane was shot 
down over Russia at the 
height of the Cold War and 
he survived two years in a 
Soviet prison!

But shocking declassified 
documents now reveal 
the gutsy flier was an All-
American hero hung out to 
dry by CIA brass covering up 
the truth. 

“It came as a great shock to 
me the way I was treated by my 
own country, and particularly 
by my employers, the CIA,” 
Powers said after his return. 

The new blockbuster Steven 
Spielberg movie, Bridge of 

Spies, gives a full pardon to 
Powers, played by Austin 
Stowell, 30. 

The film stars Tom Hanks 
as attorney James Donovan, 
who negotiated a prisoner 
swap that brought Powers 
back from the Soviets in 
exchange for Russian spy 
Rudolf Abel.

Pilot and mission disavowed 
Powers was only 30 years 

old, working for the CIA, 
snapping photos of Soviet 
installations in 1960 when his 
Lockheed U-2 plane was hit by 
a missile. Powers managed to 
eject safely, but the Russians 
captured him. His plane, 

loaded with spy technology, 
was recovered — and the 
Soviets used it to steal U.S. 
secrets. After he was jailed 
for espionage, the CIA cruelly 
turned its back on the flyboy, 
calling him a liar and a traitor. 
But documents now confirm 
he was on a CIA job.

When Soviet leader Nikita 
Khrushchev discovered the 
truth about the mission — it set 

off an international uproar!
Powers’ father, Oliver, 

hired Donovan to fight for his 
release. On Feb. 10, 1962, the 
prisoner swap took place on 
the Glienicke Bridge in Berlin.

Once back in the U.S., 
Powers was hired as a test 
pilot for Lockheed, but he said, 
“The CIA just kept hounding 
me.” And when Powers 
published a tell-all book about 
his experiences in 1970, the 
aviation company fired him!

“I know it was on the 
instructions of the CIA,” said 
Powers, who took a job flying 
a helicopter for a Los Angeles 
TV station. He was killed 
when it crashed in 1977.

According to one insider, 
“The REAL story of Gary 
Powers is long overdue.” 

Gary Powers (above) holds a 

model of his U-2 spy plane 

after returning to America. 

The pilot’s documents and 

emergency currency (left) 

were seized by the Soviets. 

Tom Hanks plays  

attorney James Donovan  

in Bridge of Spies
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WEDDING BELLS FOR
CLINT & HOT BLONDE!

M
OVIE legend Clint 
Eastwood is madly 
in love with his much 
younger blonde 

girlfriend — and friends 
predict they’ll elope before 
year’s end! 

GLOBE caught the smitten 
85-year-old in New York 
City with 52-year-old hottie 
Christina Sandera, who is 33 
years YOUNGER than 
the Oscar winner.

Clint and Christina, 
who worked as a 
hostess at his Carmel, 
Calif., Mission Ranch 
Hotel, are inseparable, 
say close friends.

“Clint has absolutely 
flipped for her,” one 
insider says. “And she is head-
over-heels in love with him. 

“At this stage of their lives, 
neither one is looking for a big 
elaborate wedding. I would 
look for them to run away to 
some place like Tahiti to marry 
without any fanfare. I’m sure 
it’s going to happen sooner 
rather than later.”

Clint, who’s directing a film 
about hero Captain Chelsy 
Sullenberger — who landed 
his crippled plane on the 
Hudson River in 2009 — has 
been divorced from second 
wife Dina Ruiz for less than a 
year. But pals say that won’t 
stop him getting hitched again!

His 18-year marriage to 

Dina ended in December, 
but friends claim it collapsed 
nearly two years earlier.

Christina won the shootout 
for Dirty Harry’s heart 
over his other young hottie, 
Erica Tomlinson-Fisher, 44,  
whom he dated when he first 
split from Dina.

“Everyone who has seen 
Clint says he’s happier now 
than he’s been in years,” says 
the insider.

“It’s amazing, but it’s taken 
him all these years to find his 
true soul mate.”

Christina has also won the 
approval of his seven children. 

“Clint’s kids have all met 
Christina and like her,” adds  
the insider.

Eastwood, 85, plans to elope with younger love –pals say

‘It’s taken 
him all these 
years to find 

his soul mate’

Before hooking 

up with Clint, 

Christina worked 

in his hotel (left)

 OUT WITH 
 THE OLD 

Clint’s second  

ex-wife, Dina 

The Gran 

Torino actor 

and his new 

lady love, 

Christina
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WE ARE HYPOCRITES
SISTER SLEDGE performed 
for POPE FRANCIS on 
his final night in the U.S. 
at the Festival of Families 
in Philadelphia. They sang 
their signature tune We Are 
Family, but they should have 
been singing We Are Full of 
Crap. Despite pressing to get 
the gig with a letter-writing 
campaign, which included a 
lot of drivel about faith and 
togetherness, they had a 
fight with sister KATHY and 

excommunicated her from 
the performance! The ousted 
sis tried to talk her way back 
into the group, but the hard-
hearted singers went on the 
stage warbling about their 
“family values” without her.  
Naughty, naughty! It’s not 
nice to lie to the Pope.

+�+�+�+

MOVE OVER  
JACK BAUER
Beautiful star of the new 
show Quantico PRIYANKA 

CHOPRA, 33, confesses she 
wants to be the next Jack 
Bauer from 24 fame! Her 
character is just like Jack’s 
because she’s a framed 
fugitive on the run, trying to 
clear her name after being 
accused of a 9/11-type crime. 
“She’s ballsy and bold and 
a badass, yet feminine and 
vulnerable. She’s a celebration 
of female empowerment,” 
says Priyanka, who was 
crowned Miss World in 2000 
and went on to star in more 
than 50 Bollywood films 
before tackling American TV. 
You go, girl!

+�+�+�+

MEREDITH HUBBY 
GONE TO POT

MEREDITH VIEIRA’s 
hubby RICHARD COHEN 
is a stoner! That’s the word 
from Meredith herself who 
told TV host ANDY COHEN 
her 67-year-old spouse — a 
former news producer at 
CBS and CNN — smokes 
pot to help him cope with 
his 40-year battle with MS. 
“It makes him feel better,” 
says Meredith. “It relieves 
the stress. It helps with 
MS.” Andy replied: “It helps 
with late night talk show 
hosting, too.” But don’t think 
Meredith is high when you 
watch HER show! Toking 
weed “made me hungry and 
paranoid,” says Meredith. 

+�+�+�+

SIMON COWELL 
HERE TO STAY
TV’s Mr. Nasty SIMON 

COWELL claims he won’t 
be voted off Planet Earth 
for another 40 years. The X 
Factor judge insists hi-tech 
DNA tests conducted on his 
body tissue predict he’ll live 
until the year 2055 — even 

Bad boy SEAN PENN tries 

to hide his face and exposes 

something even more 

embarrassing – his flabby belly!

SEAN’S  
JELLY BELLY

DRUNKEN 
CLOONEY’S 
WIFE-SWAP 
SHOCKER
BEFORE AMAL came along 
and snapped the whip, bad 
boy GEORGE CLOONEY

was up to some risky busi-
ness, including an “accidental 
wife swap” with best buddy 
RANDE GERBER’s spouse, 
supermodel CINDY CRAW-

FORD! After a heavy-duty 
night belting back tequila, 
George crashed in his buddy’s 

Malibu house while Cindy was 
fast asleep in another room. 
Cindy woke up to discover 
she was alone in bed — so she 
wandered into the guest room 
looking for Rande. She found 
a male figure fast asleep, ly-
ing face down, fully clothed 
and still wearing boots. She 
crawled into bed next to him, 
rubbed his back and told 
him to get undressed, only 
to discover it wasn’t Rande, 
but a very drunk George! 

According to Rande, they all 
laughed about it the next day, 
and George told his pal they 
should turn it into a TV ad for 
the booze brand they jointly 
own, Casamigos. Said George, 
“That’s the tequila commer-
cial: drink Casamigos and 
wake up next to Cindy Craw-
ford!” Of course, word is those 
antics are WAY out of bounds 
these days — and lawyer Amal 
keeps her man on a very 
short leash!

 BUSTIN’ 

 OUT! 



CAN 
WE TALK?

If you’re a Hollywood 

insider and you have 

access to accurate celebrity 

gossip, you can make $$$ 

by calling us directly at 

561-989-1027 or by 

e-mail. My address is 

newstips@globefl.com
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BABIES,  
WEDDINGS

& MORE!

MELANIE 

GRIFFITH goes 

snout and about in 

Hollywood sporting 

an ugly black 

blemish on her nose! 

Here’s hoping her 

skin cancer hasn’t 

come back!

SNOT AGAIN!

Misty-eyed TV comedienne 

CAROL BURNETT attends 

an event re-naming the 

Hollywood CBS Studios’ stage 

door in her honor

TEARS OF A CLOWN

MORE GOSSIP PG 15!

though the 56-year-old smokes 
a pack of coffin nails every 
day. “Obviously it doesn’t 
take account of the fact that 
you might get hit by a bus 
tomorrow,” he says. Guess 
that’s the REAL X Factor!

+�+�+�+

A-TEAM REBOOT
A-Team fans rejoice! TV execs 
are in early talks to bring 
back the ’80s series. Sources 
say the revival will feature 
female Special Forces warriors 
who take down crooks dumb 
enough to get on their bad side.  
As Mr. T would say, we pity the 
fools!

+�+�+�+

JACKIE’S DEATH WISH
Novelist JACKIE COLLINS’ 
deathbed wish was to have 
ANGELINA JOLIE star in 
a movie about her life! Just 
days before the 77-year-old 
bestselling writer died of 
breast cancer, she revealed 
Angelina would be her choice 
because they’d shared similar 
life events. “Angelina’s been 
the wild child, she’s been 
married, she’s done drugs, 
she’s done this, she’s done 
that, she’s done everything,” 
Jackie said. The author had 
been around the block several 
times, too, including a tryst 
with MARLON BRANDO when 
she was just 15! 

You got to know when to 

fold ‘em!  Country icon 

KENNY ROGERS has 

announced his retirement. 

Kenny, 77, 

says he 

wants to 

stay home 

with his two 

young sons 

and his wife, Wanda.

Starship Trooper CASPER 

VAN DIEN is blasting off 

from his 16-year marriage 

to wife CATHERINE 

OXENBERG. The couple has 

two kids.

Pssst! Gossip Girl 

LEIGHTON MEESTER and 

ADAM BRODY had a baby 

girl and named her Arlo Day 

Brody. Congrats!

Gotham co-stars 

MORENA BACCARIN

and BEN MCKENZIE are 

expecting their first child 

together. Morena, mom to 

a 23-month-old boy, is still 

married but working on a 

divorce so she can wed Ben.

KELLIE MARTIN, of 

Hallmark’s Home & Family, 

says even she was shocked 

to learn she’s expecting 

daughter No. 2 with her 

husband of 16 years, KEITH 

CHRISTIAN. 

Trumpet player Ben 

Cauley, 67, the only survivor 

of the 1967 plane crash that 

killed OTIS REDDING, died 

of natural causes.

Meanwhile, Nashville 

queen BONNIE BROWN, 

78, of the sibling group 

The Browns — who will be 

inducted into the Country 

Music Hall of Fame later 

this year — has announced 

she has lung cancer, but is 

determined to fight it.

MEL TAKES IT  ON THE NOSE



Nature’s Precious 

Treasures

Call 1-800-432-JOIN (5646)
www.savethemanatee.org
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for the Holidays
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BABY  
LOVE! 

C E L E B R I T Y 
BUZZ
Hollywood’s inside scoop

+�+�+�+�

+�+�+�+�

SOPHIA’S NEW WRINKLE!

Father Time has finally caught up with 81-year-old Italian 

legend SOPHIA LOREN, who sports shocking crow’s feet 

on her normally unblemished skin

TRANSPORTER
A BAD HUBBY!
TV’s Transporter CHRIS 

VANCE’s bitter divorce has 
gotten so vicious, his soon-to-
be-ex-wife, MONIRA DAILLY, 
was granted a restraining 
order! Monira says the actor’s 
drinking is out of control and 
she’s terrified the action hero 
will forcefully take their two-
year-old son. But HE says his 
estranged wife is full of it!  
We’re not taking sides. 

+�+�+�+�

DAMIEN LEWIS 
BONDS WITH 007

Finally! Movie honchos 
have decided who’ll replace 
DANIEL CRAIG as British 
superspy James Bond! After 

considering — then tossing 
— TOM HARDY, MICHAEL 

FASSBENDER and IDRIS 

ELBA for the plum role, an 
insider reveals DAMIAN 

LEWIS has been crowned 
the new 007. The Homeland 
hunk “is seen as an all-round 
international star who is 
perfect for the role,” says the 
insider. We’re shaken, but not 
stirred.

+�+�+�+

KENDALL GETS 
PIERCED
Reality cutie turned catwalk 
queen KENDALL JENNER’s 
got a bad girl side — and a 
nipple piercing to prove it! “It 
is true,” says the 19-year-old. 
“I was going through a period 
of my life, having a rough 

time, being a rebel and was 
like, ‘Let’s just do it.’ I was so 
terrified, I’m laying on the bed 
like, ‘Why am I doing this?’ 
Honestly, it hurt, but it wasn’t 
as bad as everyone made it 
seem.” Like, Kendall, like, 
who cares? 

+�+�+�+

EVERYONE DOESN’T 
LOVE RAYMOND
Back in the day, it certainly 
wasn’t a love fest on the set 
of the hit sitcom Everybody 

Loves Raymond. But even 10 
years after the show ended, it 
seems cast members still hate 
each other! DORIS ROBERTS 

recently admitted she doesn’t 
keep in touch with screen sons 
RAY ROMANO and BRAD 

GARRETT. And when Brad’s 
name came up during a recent 
interview, the feisty star said 
Brad never even ate lunch 
with the cast during filming. 
Seems the big bro didn’t like 
the rest of the people on the 
show — and the feeling was 
mutual!

SUPREMELY 
CHUNKY

DIANA ROSS sure 

looks pregnant — but 

at age 71 we’d guess 

that belly bulge is 

the result of too 

many doughnuts!
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

C
RAZY Jim Carrey drove his 
beautiful ex-girlfriend to 
suicide!

That’s the opinion of a top 
behavioral expert who tells 
GLOBE the funnyman admits 

he knew his ex-galpal Cathriona White 
was mentally “fragile,” yet cruelly 
dumped her anyway.  

“He drove her to suicide by breaking 
her heart!” Dr. Lillian Glass tells 
GLOBE. “People can push you over 
the edge — and he was aware she was  
so fragile.”

Cathriona, 30, was found dead of a 
suspected drug overdose in her rented  
three-bedroom, $1.1 million Sherman 
Oaks, Calif., home on Sept. 28.

Two worried friends found her 
body — with pills nearby — after they 
dropped by her place when she couldn’t  
be contacted.

The Irish-born make-up artist left a 
suicide note revealing she’d broken up 
with Carrey for the second time just 

four days earlier, sources say.
 The Mask star and the beauty dated 

for several months in 2012 before 
calling it quits in early 2013. They 
rekindled their relationship in May.

Sadly, the day she was dumped, 
Cathriona posted an ominous last 
message on the Internet saying, 
“Signing off Twitter, I hope I have been 
a light to my nearest and dearest.” 

Carrey says he’s “shocked and 
saddened” by Cat’s death. He called 
her “a delicate Irish soul, too sensitive 
for this soil.” 

Carrey partly to blame
But Glass says she isn’t buying it. If 

Carrey knew his lover was so unstable, 
he should’ve — and could’ve — taken 
more care ending their romance, says 
the expert. “The bottom line is she 
probably looked at him as her whole 
life, and she was fragile to begin with,” 
Dr. Glass says. 

But she notes the actor has issues of 

 Cathriona was called “a delicate 

 Irish soul, too sensitive for  

 this soil,” by The Mask star 

 DEAD BEAUTY 

JIM CARREY

SUICIDE!
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Carrey, 53, has been open about 
his own mental problems. He 
admits he was an angry young 
man after his father was fired and 
he had to drop out of high school 
and work as a janitor to help 
support his family.  

“Bitter and filled with anger, 
he carried a baseball bat on his 
cleaning cart and sometimes 
smashed machines and furniture,” 
a source says. Carrey has said his 
family lived out of a van for a time, 

and he felt like he wanted to 
“bash somebody’s 

head in.”   

He was also treated for 

In 1995, Carrey’s then-fiancée 
and future second wife, Lauren 
Holly, told a source the star was 
tormented by dreams of the devil 
and by worries his career was 
going to crash. 

A pal reveals Holly, who married 
Carrey in 1996 and divorced him 
the next year, said, “He wakes 
up screaming, with tears running 
down his face.”

Carrey later ended an 18-month 
courtship with actress Renee  
Zellweger and a five-year 
relationship with model Jenny 
McCarthy.

“Jim can run hot and he can run 
cold,” says the source.  

Certainly, Carrey abruptly broke 
things off with Cathriona, who 
moved to California from Ireland 
in 2009, and became a member of 
the Church of Scientology.

Adds Glass, “He’s probably 
feeling pretty bad about  
her death.”

Cruel  
Mask star 

DUMPED FRAGILE 
BEAUTY 

just days  
before  

shocking tragedy

Jim divorced 

Lauren in 

1997, broke his 

engagement 

with Renee in 

2000 and left 

lovely Jenny  

in 2010

 Carrey and Cat attend 

 an art show in 

 their last moments 

 FINAL DAYS 
 TOGETHER 

HIS OTHER 
FAILED 

RELATIONSHIPS 

 LAUREN  
 HOLLY 

 RENÉE 
 ZELLWEGER 

 JENNY 
 MCCARTHY 



YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT

THINGS

KALEY Cuoco and Ryan 

Sweeting’s 21-month marriage 

has ended with a whimper 

instead of a Big Bang! 

A rep for Cuoco says their 

divorce was “mutually decided” 

- but refused to say why!

But a published report 

claims the marriage was 

doomed by Sweeting’s abuse 

of alcohol and prescription 

pills. “She supported him 

but he wouldn’t make the 

commitment to get sober,” 

says the report.

Cuoco, 29, and 28-year-

old tennis pro Sweeting 

had a fire-and-ice themed 

wedding in December of 

2013 … and talk of a marital 

meltdown soon followed.

The defensive actress 

blasted back in April, saying 

such talk “only makes us 

stronger.”

Too bad it didn’t! She even 

scrubbed all evidence of her 

husband from her Internet 

social media pages before 

their split went public!

Post-divorce, Cuoco has 

been spotted partying with 

L.A. galpals and saddling up 

for equestrian events. 

‘BIG BANG’
KALEY’S
SURPRISE
DIVORCE!

C E L E B R I T Y  N E W S

1. He was born 
Krishna Pandit 
Bhanji to an Indian 
father and a British 
mother.

2. He took the stage 
name “Kingsley” 
from his spice trader 
grandpa, who was 
nicknamed King 
Clove.

3. Four-times 
married, he’s 
currently wed to 
former Brazilian 
waitress Daniela 
Barbosa de Cameiro 
after divorcing his 
last wife in 2005.

4. To prepare 
for his Oscar-
winning gig 
in 1982’s 
Gandhi, he 
shaved his 

head, lost 20 
pounds, boned 
up on yoga and 
learned how to 
make thread on 
a spinning wheel.

5. Ben joined 
the Royal 
Shakespeare 
Company in 
1967.

6.  

He 
appeared 
on the 
popular British 
soap Coronation 
Street from 1966 
to 1967.

7. Ben also 
played himself 

in a Season Six 
episode of The 
Sopranos.

8. After he 
was knighted 
by Britain’s 
Queen 
Elizabeth in 
2002, a rumor 
circulated the 
star would  
only answer to 
“Sir Ben.” He 
denied it.

9. He had a 
pet hen 
named 
Ethel.

10. Ben 
says 

cooking 
is “a very 
sensual, loving 

process.” 

BEN KINGSLEY

F
rom Hamlet to 

Mahatma Gandhi 

to real-life jilted 

husband and bona fide 

British knight, Ben 

Kingsley’s worn dozens 

of hats. Heck, he might 

even be able to make 

his own! Here are 10 

things you didn’t know 

about the hen-pecked 

71-year-old Oscar 

winner, who’s starring 

in this fall’s high-wire 

film The Walk and 

voicing sleek panther 

Bagheera in next year’s 

live-action adventure 

The Jungle Book.

 NOT REALLY  

 GANDHI! 
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Like morning dew 
drops, faux gems 

glisten on the 
pearlescent petals.

Shhhh! This sleepy little Yorkie has discovered that a soft bed of 
rose petals is the pawfect spot for a quick nap. Now bring this dozy 
doggie into your home in “Love’s Paw-fection” — a fi rst-ever 
fi gurine from artist Blake Jensen. Adorned with dewdrop-look faux 
gems, it’s sure to add a quiet touch of whimsy to your home!   

Tenderly sculpted and painted by hand.
From the pup’s sweet, sleepy disposition and her pettable “fur” 

to the delicate petals of the blushing rose, every detail is crafted by 
hand. Master Artisans use soft pearlescent tones to hand-paint 
your fi gurine with life-like beauty. Plus, seven teardrop-shaped 
faux gems twinkle like the fi rst drops of morning dew.

Reserve your FREE PREVIEW now!
Limited to only 95 casting days, your fi gurine is individually 

hand-numbered and arrives with a Certifi cate of Authenticity. 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed for one full year or your money 
back — reserve yours today!

Shown larger 
than 

approximate 
size of 3” high

©2015 ASPCA. All Rights Reserved   Fine adult collectibles.  Not intended for children.

USE THE ORDER CARD BELOW TO 

RESERVE YOUR FIGURINE TODAY!

Or for fastest service — order online at 

HamiltonCollection.com/YorkieRose 
A fi rst-ever fi gurine from artist Blake Jensen 

is just so blooming cute!

��YES! Please accept my order for “Love’s Paw-fection” for the low 
issue price of $39.99*. I need send no money now. I will be billed 
with shipment.

Name_______________________________________________________________

Address_____________________________________________________________

City______________________________________State_____Zip______________

Signature____________________________________________________________

 *Add $8.99 for shipping and service.  Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax.  All orders are subject 
to product availability and credit approval.  Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment. 

(Please print clearly.)

SEND NO MONEY NOW! 09-06141-001-E21601

MAIL TODAY!

09-06141-001-ED

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois  60714-1300



T R U E  C R I M E
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        BOOZ
TURNS K

A
PARTY animal cop 
with a history of booze 
busts bragged on the 
Internet about his wild 
night at a sleazy strip 

club — hours before driving 
the wrong way on a highway 
and slamming head-on into a 
truck, killing two pals!

Troubled Linden, N.J.,  
policeman Pedro Abad Jr., 
28, was at the wheel when his 
Honda Civic smashed into a 

tractor-trailer, leaving two 
buddies, fellow cop Frank 
Viggiano, 28, and civilian Joe 
Rodriguez, 28, dead and the car 
in pieces, investigators say. 

Hard-drinking Abdad had a 
0.24 a blood alcohol level — a 
shocking three times above 
New York’s legal limit to drive, 
police charge. Another friend, 
Linden cop Patrik Kudlac, 
23, was critically injured, but 
survived. Abad, who has been 

suspended from the Linden 
force, is now recovering from 
his injuries in a wheelchair. 
But he’s pleaded not guilty 
to aggravated manslaughter 
charges related to the crash.

The tragedy never should 
have happened, critics charge, 
The looped lawmen were 
returning from a booze-fueled 
trip to the Staten Island, N.Y., 
strip club Curves, where the 
cops ogled topless dancers and 

swilled glasses of bourbon. 
Shortly before the crash 

Abad snapped a photo — of 
three glasses filled to the brim 
— and posted it on the Internet 
with the comment:

“Jack Daniels Fire on the 
house ....  Here’s to finding that 
which we all hope for.” 

But the gang found only 
trouble. 

Not long after his haunting 
post — since deleted from 

Q�Strip club party ends with DUI bust and w 

 SYMPATHY PLOY 
Abad uses a wheel-

chair, which his 

lawyer is milking for 

sympathy, saying 

the creep cop has a 

speech impediment 

due to “diminished 

mental capacity” 

from the crash
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ZER COP 
KILLER!

Abad’s Instagram account — 
the group got in his Honda and 
began their deadly ride. 

Dangerous driver decisions

Video from a nearby BP gas 
station showed the Civic 
turning the wrong way — and 
ignoring  “One Way” and “Do 
Not Enter” signs — onto a 
service road at 4:49 a.m.

Sadly, Abad is no stranger 
to traffic problems and run-ins 

with the law. 
The New Jersey cop has been 

involved in eight accidents 
since 2005 — and two drunk-
driving arrests! 

In one, he crashed through 
the wall of a New Jersey deli 
and “put a hole completely 
through the building,” 
according to the police.

The incident resulted in 
a DUI summons — but no 
further charges.

Then a little more than a year 
later, Abad was busted for 
DUI as cops filmed the blotto 
driver wobbling and slurring 
his words as he tried to pass a 
sobriety test. 

Abad’s license was suspended 
for about eight months, and 
a judge had an ignition lock 
installed in his car — so the 
vehicle wouldn’t start unless 
Abad passed a breath test 
showing he was booze-free. 

But, tragically, the device 
was removed months before 
the strip club catastrophe and 
police say he returned to his 
wicked ways. 

Abad faces 27 charges and 
25 years in jail if convicted.

And the accused killer 
recently confessed his guilt 
over his dead pals online. 

“Just wish that I could bring 
them back and I’ll take more 
pain,” he lamented.

 rong-way fatal crash Q Reckless renegade also plowed into a building

  SAYING GOODBYE 

 SUDDEN IMPACT 

Pall bearers carry former 

cop Viggiano’s casket after 

services in Linden, N.J.

The terrible force of the head-on, 

wrong-way crash totally destroyed 

Abad’s car — and snuffed out two lives

Frank Viggiano (left) and Joe Rodriguez  

died in their friend’s car 
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C
OCAINE king 
Pablo Escobar’s 
r u t h l e s s 
personal hitman, 

who helped ship tons of 
cocaine into America 
on a sea of his victims’ 
blood, is finally spilling 
his guts - for a price!  

Craven killer John 
“Popeye” Vasquez, 
offed 300 people, 
including his girlfriend, 
with his own hands. 
At the same time he 
masterminded the 
murder of nearly 
3,000 MORE with car 
bombs, assassinations 
and machine gun 
massacres. 

Now he’s selling 
his autobiography — 
spilling the gruesome 
secrets of Columbia’s 
notorious Medellin 
Cartel to the highest 
bidder, if he lives that 
long!

Certainly there 
are plenty of 
people who want 
to silence the 
u n r e p e n t a n t 
m o n s t e r , 
p a r t i c u l a r l y 
government officials. 
Popeye claims 
bureaucrats were 
bought and “controlled” 
by his boss Escobar, 
whose story is the 
basis of the hit Netflix 
series Narcos. His 

book, titled I Survived  
Pablo Escobar, will 

name prominent 
politicans and police 
who helped send tons 
of cocaine into the U.S. 

every week.
I n c r e d i b l y , t h e 

executioner, 53, who 
served 22 years in 
prison after Escobar 
was gunned down by 

U.S. Drug Enforcement 
agents in 1993, blames 
the government for the 
blood on his hands! 
He insists that without 
corrupt government 
agents “the murders 
of many politicians in 
the 1980s, as well as 
drug traffickers who 
were enemies of the 
Medellin Cartel, would 
not have happened.” 

Says Popeye, “I was 
not responsible for 
the assassinations. 
The deeds that I have 
done don’t deprive me 
of sleep.” The killer 
claims all the murders 

were merely “acts of 
war.” And he slams 
Narcos and other TV 
shows and movies 
about the cocaine trade 
as “trash”. 

But the once 
fearsome assassin now 
lives in fear himself. 
He’s been hiding in the 
mountains of Colombia 
and even had plastic 
surgery to change his 
looks before finally 
coming out into the 
open to plug his book.

And yet he still vows:  
“I will tell the true 
story while I still have 
breath.”

T R U E  C R I M E

Remorseless Popeye Vasquez 

confesses to 300 murders and 

ordering 3000 MORE EXECUTIONS

More than 300 people were 

brutally murdered by Vasquez  

in an horrific spell of violence 

Vasquez maintains all the mur-

ders he’s accused of, his girlfriend 

included, were ‘acts of war’



                                         03-01787-002-EIR

PLEASE 
RESPOND 

PROMPTLY 

*Plus a total of $14.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 2 - 4 weeks for 
shipment after initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.

(            )

Name (please print clearly)      Telephone

Address                                                                                 Apt. No.          

City                      State                 Zip

E-Mail Address

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

03-01787-002-D98501

❒YES! Please reserve the Eskimo Kisses touch-activated 
baby doll as described in this announcement.

Touch-activated to respond
to you like a real baby!

k

Nuzzle her 

GIGGLE!

She “comes to life” with

This baby girl is approx. 18 inches 
long. (Batteries not included.) She is 

not a toy, but a fi ne collectible.

What will make this precious little one respond to you in the most adorable way? 
Gently rub the tip of your nose with hers—giving her the softest, sweetest Eskimo 
kisses—and she will giggle with delight! You simply won’t be able to resist this bright-
eyed, happy little darling.
 She’s Eskimo Kisses by award-winning artist Linda Murray, an amazing touch-
activated doll you’ll love to hold...and kiss! Exquisite sculpting, soft RealTouch® vinyl 
skin and baby-fine hair make her even more irresistible. Pick her up, and she’s the 
perfect size for cuddling. Her colorful ensemble is as charming as she is!

So lifelike—at an incredible value
Order Eskimo Kisses today for $129.99*, payable in five easy installments of only 
$25.99, backed by our 365-day, unconditional guarantee. But she’s available for a 
limited time only, so don’t miss out. Order now!

An Eskimo Kiss From You Will Make Her Giggle!

www.ashtondrake.com/eskimo



FASHION VER
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Olivia went a little too Wilde  

in her rainbow lamp shade 

skirt and white high tops.

3/10

OLIVIA WILDE

Sorry, but I will not  

let the English actress get 

away with wearing her  

flag as a skirt.

5/10

RACHEL WEISZ

The South African star looks 

effortlessly stylish in her  

colored maxi-dress, navy 

blazer, and gladiator heels.

9/10

CHARLIZE THERON

A scandalous laced  

woven mini dress looks  

perfect on Kerry!

7/10

KERRY WASHINGTON



By Casey Madden

She knows the SCORE
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Hey, Bai — next time you  

wear a sign, can you at least 

put a warning on it?

1/10

BAI LING

Sophia’s navy suit looks as 

classy and ageless as she 

does. Well done!

8/10

SOPHIA LOREN

Yikes! Diane looks like  

she’s wearing a giant  

dish washing cloth.

4/10

DIANE KRUGER

Very few mothers can rock 

mom jeans — but Scarlett is  

definitely one of them!

7/10

SCARLETT JOHANSSON
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TALK!

STRAIGHT
B Y J E F F  R O D AC K

GLOBE columnist  

Jeff Rodack tells it like 

it is about celebrities – 

how they get under  

his skin with their 

stupid antics and  

the nonsense they try  

to put over on the 

public. Here is his 

unique take on 

Hollywood newsmakers 

and fakers.

financial entanglements put them 
both in limbo again. But even today, 
the Soapers loathing of the nitwits 
at ABC continues – and rightfully so.  
And the fight to get the shows back 
endures. 

If you want to know more, pick up 
Flo’s book, join the 
crusade and damn 
ABC!

X�X�X�X

AND ONE MORE 
THING … Helen Mirren 
needs to stop her whin-
ing. She claims male actors 
are under pressure to have “ridicu-
lous” bodies and notes it’s nearly 

I
T’S been four long years 
since the last episode of All 
My Children aired on ABC. 
And it will be four years 

in January that the alphabet 
network ran the last One Life To 
Live.

Happy Anniversary ABC. 
You’re still a bunch of dum-
basses!

The soap opera favorites were 
NOT cancelled because of plung-
ing ratings. They WERE can-
celled because network morons 
believed the viewership was too 
old, and the audience wouldn’t 
appeal to sponsors.

No doubt the network nincom-
poops figured they could ax the 
shows and no one would say a 
word.

Boy, were they ever wrong!
My good friend 

Flo DiBona chron-
icles the fight to 
Save The Soaps 
in her new book, 
SOAPERS. It was a 
fight that GLOBE 
was proud to play a 
key role in.

“At first, soap fans 
were numb and in 
shock,” Flo writes. 
“Then they got an-
gry. And then they got organized.

“For over 40 years these 
stories and characters had been 
in the homes, lives, families and 
hearts of Soapers.”

The Soapers started unprec-
edented Social Media protests, 
a network boycott and massive 
letter-writing campaigns.

“GLOBE magazine got on 
board early when even soap-cen-
tric media outlets were quietly 
accepting the seemingly dismal 
fate of the shows,” Flo writes. “It 
continually covered and champi-
oned the Save The Soaps move-
ment …”

In the end, the Soapers and 
GLOBE got both shows to 
broadcast new episodes online 
for a season before legal and 
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LETTERS TO:
Jeff Rodack’s Straight Talk

c/o GLOBE 

1000 American Media Way 

Boca Raton, FL 

33464-1000 

WE'LL PAY $25 FOR EACH 

READER’S LETTER WE PUBLISH.

You can also follow Jeff 
on Twitter @JeffRodack 

or like him on Facebook.
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impossible to find a “real” man 
anymore.

Hmmm …. Is that so?
Well, don’t tell that to people 

like Jack Black, Jon Good-
man, Kevin James, Jonah 
Hill, Alec Baldwin, Jason 
Alexander, William Shatner 
and Jeff Garland.

I suspect they may have 
their own opinions.

Well, that’s all for this 
week, friends. Let me know 

what you think!

“I laughed out loud about Kanye 

West running for President when 

you wrote there would be a 

“dumbass” and a “fat ass” in the 

White House.”

J.D., Manitowoc, Wisconsin

“Regarding the Kennedys, the 

males have always behaved badly. 

It’s a tradition that started with 

Joe Jr. High class? Far from it.” 

A.B., Northbrook, Illinois

OLTL’s John 

Loprieno and 

Andrea Evans 

exchange vows

wants to see 

some “real” 

men’s bods! 

 WHATTA 

WHINER! 



Reclaim Your Freedom 

And Independence

Get Your

FREE
Information Kit Today

No more tanks to refi ll. No more deliveries. No more hassles 

with travel. The INOGEN ONE portable oxygen concentrator 

is designed to provide unparalleled freedom for oxygen 

therapy users. It’s small, lightweight, clinically proven for 

stationary and portable use, during the day and at night, and 

can go virtually anywhere - even on most airlines. Inogen 

accepts Medicare and many private insurances!

Introducing the INOGEN ONE. It’s oxygen therapy on your terms.

One solution for oxygen at home, away, and for travel

Only 4.8 pounds!

FAA Approved for 
Airline Travel

9

9

9

The Inogen One G3

Call Inogen Now 1-800-854-6020

e

MKT-P0013

The Inogen One is made to 

make your life easier. There 

are no regulators to switch 

or portable tanks to refi ll, 

just a couple of buttons. 

That’s it. Once you try it, 

you’ll wonder why anyone 

would use something else. 

Oxygen. Anytime. Anywhere.
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FAST & FURIOUS PAUL
DIDN’T HAVE TO DIE!
F

AST & Furious star 
Paul Walker suffered an 
agonizing and gruesome 
death as he was burned 

alive, trapped in a sports car 
on a California street.

Now his 16-year-old 
daughter, Meadow, has 
charged in a lawsuit Walker 
“would be alive today” if the 
high-powered 2005 Porsche 
Carrera GT carrying him 
from a Hollywood charity event 
was equipped with proper 
safety features. 

The girl, sole heir to her 
father’s $25 million estate, 
claims the Porsche “was 
defective” when it crashed in 
Valencia, Calif., on Nov. 30, 
2013, killing Walker, 40, and his 
friend, Roger Rodas, a 38-year-
old professional race car driver 
who was at the wheel.

According to the lawsuit, 

poorly designed seat belts 
played a major role in the 
tragedy and “snapped 
Walker’s torso back with 
thousands of pounds of 
force, breaking his ribs and 
pelvis, flattening his seat and 
trapping him.” 

Walker remained alive for 
an agonizing minute and 20 
seconds, until the vehicle burst 
into flames. He and Rodas were 
burned beyond recognition.

The fire was caused by 
ANOTHER design flaw 
— “rubber fuel lines that 
lacked break-free fittings 
to automatically” shut off 
the flow of fuel, according 
to the suit.

“Absent these defects, 
Paul Walker 
would be alive 
today,” the suit 
charges.

While cops 
deter mined the 

was 

lawsuit claims the vehicle was 
traveling between 63 and 71 mph.

In a response to the lawsuit, the 
carmaker stated police reports 
“clearly establish this tragic 
crash resulted from reckless 
driving and excessive speed.”

Paul’s 

daughter 

Meadow 

wants 

Porsche to 

answer for 

her dad’s 

death

Paul and his friend, race car driver 

Roger Rodas, died in this tragic 

inferno which sparked a  

lawsuit by Meadow (right)

SENSELESS 

 DEATHS 

Daughter’s lawsuit

for TRAGIC FATAL FIRE

S
ONNY BONO’s brave 

widow Mary is over the 

moon with her latest 

love!

The former congress-

woman — who famously won 

Sonny’s seat in the U.S. 

House of Representatives 

after his fatal ski accident —

has married an astronaut!

Mary and retired Navy 

Admiral Stephen Scot Os-

ward said their version of I 

Got You, Babe at a private 

residence in Pescadero, 

Calif.

“Happy to announce that 

Steve and I were married 

last night after sunset and 

as the Supermoon eclipse 

was rising!” she says.

In keeping with their lunar 

theme, the couple honey-

mooned at Half Moon Bay!

Although he served in the 

Navy, spaceman Steve pi-

loted two Shuttle Discovery 

flights before making Mary 

his number one mission. 

They started dat-

ing in 2013.

The beat 

goes on 

when it 

comes 

to Mary 

giving up 

Bono’s 

last name 

to become 

Mrs. Osward. 

She explains it’s 

“just too hard to change it 

professionally.”

BONO’S 
WIDOW WEDS
SPACEMAN!

Sonny Bono 

and Mary 
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Extra Large
Finger Loops Are 

The Secret

EZ Grip Nail 
Clippers Won’t 
Slip Or Slide!

Folds For 
Compact 
Storage

Introducing...The World’s 
Best Nail Clippers!

EZ Grip Nail Clippers

Toenail

Fingernail

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY CLIPPERS! Keep nails in salon condition with these unique ultra-sharp 
EZ grip clippers. Won’t slip ‘n slide like ordinary clippers, preventing accidental nicks. Exclusive 
dual fi nger loop design is the secret. Crafted of durable chromed steel to last & last. Toenail 
clipper is 41⁄4” L & the Fingernail clipper is 3”L; both  have precision sharp cutting edges. Order 
item #82472, Toenail Clipper @ $6.99 ea. or #96865, Fingernail Clipper @ $4.99 ea.
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Save Up To
$6.00 Off Of

Original Prices!

Includes Removable Cover

with Easy Carry Handle

Sciatic 
Nerve

Hard Surfaces 
Cause Pressure On 
The Sciatic Nerve

Pressure/Pain 
Free Seating

Without With

SAVE $7.00
off original price

$1299Now Only

Therapeutic
Sciatica Pillow

DRUG-FREE PAIN RELIEF! Sit as long as you want, pain-free!  Bicycle seat-shaped cushion is 
designed to take the weight off your thighs and bottom, helping to eliminate sharp radiating pain 
in the lower back, spine and legs.  16” x 11” x 2¼” is the perfect size for any chair at home or away, 
and includes removable poly/cotton washable cover.  100% polyester import. 
#82808, Therapeutic Sciatica Pillow @ $12.99 ea.

Straighten Out BUNION PAIN!

Fits Right Or 
Left Toe

Soft Elastic
Adjustable Sling

Protects Against

Pressure & Friction

Gently Re-Aligns Big Toe

For Ultimate Comfort

Only $1299

WALK IN COMPLETE COMFORT ONCE MORE! Just slip it over your big toe and onto 
your foot like a mini miracle sock. Oh so gently re-aligns & straightens big toe, to relieve bunion 
pain while you walk, hike, dance or work. So comfortable under shoes, boots or sports shoe, you’ll 
wonder where it’s been all your life.  With adjustable elastic sling for a perfect customized fi t.  
Imported in machine wash & dry nylon/spandex. One size fi ts most. 
#82477, Bunion Toe Straightener @ $12.99 ea. PLUS ONE FREE!

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!

   82808    Therapeutic Sciatica Pillow                 $12.99

   82472    Toenail Clipper               $ 6.99

   96865    Fingernail Clipper                 $ 4.99

   82477    Bunion Toe Straightener (1 Plus One FREE)              $12.99

 Sit As Long As You Want

PAIN FREE!

Therapeutic Sciatica Pillow Helps You

SPECIFICALLY

DESIGNED FOR

Specially Designed 

To Not Press On 

Painful Nerves
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 A frail Burt 

 is looking 

 back on his 

 love life 

He’s HEARTSICK over marrying 

Loni & jilting Sally Field

LADIES’ 
MAN BURT 
IS LOSER 
AT LOVE!

GLOBE 

EXCLUSIVE

 LONI 

TOOK HIM  

 TO THE  

 CLEANERS 
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 She was “the 

 love of his life,” 

 says an insider 

 SALLY 

 TIME WAS  

 NEVER RIGHT 

B
URT Reynolds ro-
manced and married 
some of the most 
beautiful women in 
Hollywood, but there 

was one blonde stunner he 
couldn’t stand — his second 
wife, Loni Anderson!

The relationship was front-
page news in the 1980s when Burt 
and Loni were known as “the 
beefcake and the cheesecake.”

But in his upcoming memoir, 
the Smokey and the Bandit 

FINALLY finished paying her 
whopping divorce settlement 
after 20 years of fighting! 

“He should have trusted 
his instincts before getting 
hitched,” says the insider. 

“In his book, Burt confesses 

just minutes before the 1988 
ceremony at his ranch in 
Jupiter, Fla., he told his best 
man he didn’t want to go 
through with it. But he didn’t 
have the guts to call things 
off. He was miserable when he 
walked down the aisle.”

And his honey-moon didn’t 
go any better. Burt scuttled 
a cruise to the Bahamas on a 
pal’s 120-foot yacht because 
Loni got seasick! However, 
the blonde was lovesick after 
meeting the handsome Burt on 
TV’s The Merv Griffin Show 
when he was still dating his 
Bandit co-star Sally Field. 

At a Hollywood banquet a 
few weeks later, Burt writes 
Loni made a pass at him, the 

i n s i d e r 

says. The hunk was smitten by 
her knock-out curves and her 
determined personality.

“Later, he learned just how 
tough Loni was when she 
badgered him to get married,” 
says the insider. ‘Burt 
managed to stall her 
for four years — until 
the chapel on his 
ranch was built. But 
when construction 
was completed, he 
was out of excuses and 
under her thumb! He 
said Loni always got 
what she wanted — 
and she wanted him. 
He’s kicking himself in the 
rear for not thinking things 
through.”

But Burt wasn’t really 
surprised when the marriage 
went up in flames, says the 
insider. The divorce was ugly 
— but “the worst part of the 
split, according to Burt, was 
losing custody of their adopted 
son Quinton, who was just 6 
at the time of their 1994 split, 
says the insider.

“For a while, Burt was paying 
her $47,000 a month and only 
paid off the final $154,000 he 
owed her a few weeks ago — 22 
years after they split. The divorce 
left him broke AND broken!”

Certainly, the ladies’ man, 
who admitted cheating on Loni, 
was a loser at marriage. His 

Carne, “broke his 
heart, too,” says the insider. 
After marrying in 1963, they 
divorced three years later. The 
insider says Burt blamed the 
bust-up on Judy’s drug use, 
wild partying and taste for 
“kinky sex.” 

Of course Judy, who died on 
Sept. 3, told a different story. 
She accused Burt of beating her, 
which he denies in the book, 
which hits stores on Nov. 17.

The memoir also spills the 
beans on Burt’s failed romance 
with TV diva Dinah Shore, 
who was 20 years his senior. 
He reveals they split because 
he wanted a child.

Says the insider, “Burt writes 
that leaving Dinah left him 
shattered for months and it 
was the hardest thing he’d ever 
done in his life.”

But Burt’s biggest regret is 
losing Sally Field, his co-star in 
four flicks and “the love of his 
life,” says the insider. 

Although they proposed to 
one another more than once, 
the timing was never right.

“Burt still carries a torch for 
Sally and, in his final years, 
he’s realized how much he 
loved her and how much he 
lost,” says the insider.

—DAVID GARDNER 

Reynolds finally
finished paying
off Anderson a
few weeks ago

Burt felt 

nothing 

finer than 

when he 

was with 

Dinah

Burt and Loni 

celebrate 

their wedding

 DINAH 

 TOO OLD  

 TO  HAVE  

 KIDS 

The couple’s 

adopted son, 

Quinton
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NAPS CAUSE DIABETES! GARLIC FIGHTS LUNG INFECTIONS
��Lung infections can be life-threatening to cystic fibrosis 

because many of the deadliest bacteria are highly resistant 

to most antibiotics. But researchers at the University of 

Edinburgh in Scotland found a natural treatment, allicin, a 

chemical in garlic, can even kill deadly superbugs in mucus 

clogged lungs. The chemical is just as effective as a doctor-

prescribed cocktail of up to four antibiotics, experts say. But 

don’t give up your meds!

��If you’re taking long naps during the day, you could be 

damaging more than just your productivity — you could 

be setting yourself up for diabetes! Long naps have been 

linked with an increase in Type 2 diabetes, according to a 

new review of past studies. Researchers at the University of 

Tokyo reviewed 10 studies and found that those who felt very 

sleepy during the day had a 56 percent higher risk of being 

diabetic than those who didn’t.

RxEXTRA

DOCTORS HAVE an important 
new weapon in the war against 
breast cancer — a breakthrough 
test accurately predicts if the killer 
disease will return after surgery.

With the new genetic test discov-
ered in Cambridge, England, doc-
tors now are able to predict which 
women will be in remission after 
surgery and who will need drug 
therapy to prevent tumors from 
coming back.

Says breast cancer specialist 
Grete Brauten-Smith, a clinical 
nurse,  “We know cancer is harder 
to treat when it comes back. That’s 
why research into how and why 
some tumors return and spread is 
so important.

“If we know that a patient is like-
ly to suffer a recurrence, we can 

adapt their treatment to suit.”
The Cambridge study compared 

the genetic makeup of tumors tak-
en from 1,000 women to identify 
differences in breast tissue that 
make the disease likely to return 
months or years after operations 
or chemotherapy. 

The genetic “flaws” are “poten-
tially targetable” with drugs, sci-
entists say.

Peter Naredi, who co-chairs the 
European Cancer Congress, said 
the research was “very impor-
tant,” particularly as doctors try to 
personalize treatment to fit their 
patients’ physical and emotional 
needs. The test helps target the 
correct treatment. Breast cancer 
attacks 230,000 American women 
every year!

BREAKTHROUGH 
NEW TEST TELLS
IF BREAST CANCER 
WILL RETURN!
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Framed and Matted, Ready to Hang • 16” x 24” 

ORIGINAL ART, HISTORICAL WRITING AND CD PRODUCTION

Out of My Darkness CD  
by JAMES L. WEBB

Winning Traditions Production
Seeking true enlightenment is a sacred 

obligation inherited by life itself. Finding 
out who we are and who our creator is, 
is a necessity. With our worldly mindset 
we are seeing a constantly, unbalanced, 

chaotic world before our eyes for lack of 
knowledge. God’s classroom is a must, 
here and now, it is a part of God’s plan. 

Who tells me we have the power but not 
the right to ignore his word. 

God’s Classroom
$140.00 
$10.00 S/H 

CD Out of Darkness
$25.00
$5.00 S/H

To Order: Winning Traditions 
PO Box 1605
Burlington, NJ 08016

Contact the author at: 

WARNING! Disgraced TV chef 
Paula Deen’s Southern cooking 
can kill you!

That’s the stunning conclu-
sion of a University of Ala-
bama study that discovered 
eating a diet loaded with fried 
chicken and gravy can boost 
your risk of heart attack by 56 
percent — even six years after 
you swear off!

The research, published in 
the journal Circulation, exam-
ined 17,400 Americans over 
age 45 who regularly ate a 
“Southern diet,” defined as 
fried or fatty foods, eggs, pro-
cessed meats including bacon 
and ham, organ meats like liver 
and sugary drinks. 

The daredevil diners ran 
a higher risk of death 
from heart-related 
issues, hyperten-
sion and diabe-
tes compared to 
folks who ate less 
Southern-style 
food, which Food 
Network cook Deen, 
68, made trendy before 
she was booted from the cable 
channel in 2013 for being racist.

While the study did not reveal 
WHY the diet is so deadly, 
researchers suggest saturated 
fats in processed meats can 
boost cholesterol, insulin resis-
tance and increase body weight 
— all of which harm the heart. 
Nitrate preservatives and so-
dium also produce blood vessel-

clogging plaque. 
 “If you frequently 

eat a Southern-style 
diet, you should be 

aware of your risk of 
heart disease,” the uni-

versity scientists say.
“Try cutting down the number 

of times you eat fried foods or 
processed meats from every 
day to three days a week as 
a start, and try substituting 
baked or grilled chicken or 
vegetable-based foods.”

Or maybe slim down by get-
ting yourself booked on Danc-
ing with the Stars like butter-
loving Deen!

SOUTHERN
COOKING IS
A KILLER!

PAULA DEEN’S
FAVE FOODS
ARE DEADLY
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B
L U S T E R Y 
Bill Clinton 
shocked top 
political insid-

ers by predicting Hill-
ary will lose BADLY 
to Donald Trump in 
the 2016 presidential election, 
GLOBE can reveal!

And Bill’s stunning con-
cession has sparked another 
bitter blow-up between the 
ex-prez and his furious wife, 
who still insists she will be the 
next president.

But Bill isn’t 
buying it and 
he’s telling po-
litical pals: “I’m 
afraid 2016 
won’t be Hill-
ary’s year.

“Hillary is 
going to lose 
and she’s go-
ing to lose 
badly. Trump 
has her num-
ber.”

Although Bill 
continues to attack 
Trump publicly, 

he’s privately in awe 
of the wheeler-dealer’s 
campaign.

“Trump has success-
fully painted Hillary 
as a member of the old 
guard,” sources say 

Clinton told insiders. 
“You have to hand it to him. 

It’s brilliant.
“The sad fact is that Hill-

ary is too tied to (President 
Barack) Obama, and it’s killing 

her chances of winning.”
Ruthless Hillary is abso-

lutely livid with Bill 
for betraying her.

“She has made it 
very clear to him 
that he is to shut 
his mouth and 
get out there and 
campaign. Hil-
lary fears his dire 
predictions will 
cripple her sup-
port,” says one 
insider.

“Once again, 
she’s been left 
humiliated by 
Bill.”

She’s livid 

hubby told 

THE TRUTH

 TRUMP 
 GETS 

Bill Clinton 

thinks The 

Donald will be 

next in the 

White House



Together, the 

crystal base 

and ornaments 

showcase 

14 different 

images from 

Thomas 

Kinkade!

Shown much smaller than actual size of about 16 inches tall. 
Requires 3 “AA” batteries (not included).

www.bradfordexchange.com/19737

A t the heart of every Christmas is an exquisitely-
decorated tree, its boughs overfl owing with lights 

and ornaments.  As we gather to admire its beauty, our 
hearts are fi lled with the melodies of the holiday.  It is 
moments like this that Thomas Kinkade captured so 
beautifully in his luminous art.   

 Now, these traditions are honored in “Refl ections of 
the Season,” a Christmas tree, 3-D gallery of Thomas 
Kinkade’s art and crystal base in one! Crafted of realistic-
looking “fi r” branches, this tree is presented in a genuine 
crystal base that features 6 holiday scenes from the Painter 
of Light™. His art is showcased on 8 ornaments placed 
within the tree, which is decorated with berry clusters 
and silvery star-shaped ornaments.  At the press of a 
button, LED lights brighten the tree, while built-in lights 
illuminate the crystal base and the star-shaped topper.  A 
medley of 8 holiday carols adds to the merriment!

A superb value—and a money-back guarantee
Act now to acquire this Illuminated Masterpiece Tree at the 
$129.99* issue price, payable in 4 installments of $32.50, the 
first due before shipment, backed by our unconditional 365-
day guarantee. Send no money now. Mail the Reservation 
Application today!

Impress
ivel

y sized at

16 inches tall
!

A Beloved Symbol of  Christmas Sparkles 
with Built-in Lights and Genuine Crystal!

Thomas Kinkade 
“Reflections of the Season ” 

Illuminated Masterpiece Tree

Images © 1990-2011 
Thomas Kinkade 

©2015 BGE  01-19737-001-EI

YES.  Please reserve the Thomas Kinkade “Reflections of the 
Season” Illuminated Masterpiece Tree for me as described in this 
announcement
Limit: one per order.                           Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $14.99 shipping and service. Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to 

product availability and order acceptance.

Signature

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State                          Zip

 01-19737-001-E21601

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL  60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION          SEND NO MONEY NOW
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DAVID HASSELHOFF’S B
AYWATCH star David 
Hasselhoff loved to 
gamble while filming 
his hit show — and 

even kept making bets while 
shooting scenes!

That’s the word from 
David’s former beach bunny 
co-star Pamela Anderson, 
who spilled the beans while 
chatting as a guest on Bravo’s 
Watch What Happens Live. 

“He was an impulsive 
gambler,” says Anderson, 
who reveals the hunk had 
“two phones, one in each 
pocket,” so he could keep 
his bets going even as the 
Baywatch cameras rolled.

While The Hoff was filming 
one scene with the blonde 

bombshell, Anderson recalls, 
“He was looking at my 
forehead — not in my eyes — 
and he was betting on sports!” 

But, she says, David lost 
big after both of his cherished 
phones fell into the ocean!

Hasselhoff’s obsession with 
gaming has never been a 
secret to the close friends of 

the Knight Rider hunk. 
“He loves to play the 

numbers,” says an insider. 
“The Hoff loves the rush 
of winning and running 
with fast women — just like 
James Bond in the casinos of 
Europe!”

It was no coincidence when 
Hasselhoff proudly licensed 

his name to 
use on a slot 
machine for an 
online casino! 

But it often 
seems the deck 
is stacked against 
the star.

He was rushed 
to the hospital for 

two separate alcohol-
related incidents in  
2009 — but the 
63-year-old actor 
denies booze played 
a part in the dramas!

Hoff’s daughter, 
reality star Taylor-
Ann Hasselhoff, 
even once shot 
video of her dad 
lying shirtless 
on the floor and 
struggling to eat 
a hamburger 
while wasted 
away in Las 
Vegasville!

The footage 
turned him into a 

laughingstock — but, 
his pal insists, “The 
Hoff always thinks 
he’s unbeatable!”

Baywatch co-star Pam 
bares BETTING DISASTER

“The Hoff  
loves the rush 

David Hasselhoff kept 

two phones going on 

the Baywatch set — 

so he never missed 

out on the action!

 PAMELA 
 COULDN’T 
 HOLD HIS 

 ATTENTION! 

JAMES 
TRASHES 
BULLOCK 
OVER SON

BITTER biker Jesse James has 

slammed his ex-wife Sandra Bullock 

for taking away his adopted son — 

after the heartbroken movie star 

caught him cheating on her!

The reality TV star, 46, says he 

and Sandra revved up adoption pro-

ceedings just before he was busted 

for sleeping around.  

Sandra went on adopt the boy, 

Lewis, as a single mom.

Jesse — who admits he “ruined” 

his marriage “because I banged 

some stripper” — says losing 

Lewis was the hardest part of the 

break up. 

‘I got divorced and lost a kid I 

adopted because of it,” says the 

serial cheater, suggesting Bull-

ock’s clout kept him from the kid.

“Whether that’s fair,” says 

James, “whether I should have 

lost a kid due to infidelity — I don’t 

think anybody ever does. 

“But I think [in] ‘Hollywood Law,’ 

that’s [considered] totally fair.”

Sandra and adopted son Lewis 

both ditched bad boy Jesse



.com/special
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Mail to: BLAIR®, 24 ALBERIGI DRIVE, JESSUP, PA 18434-1832 
or call 1-800-458-2000, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

Check or money order enclosed. When you pay by check, you authorize us to use 
information from your check to clear it electronically. Funds may be withdrawn from your 
account as soon as the same day we receive your payment, and you will not receive 
your check back from your financial institution. Card #

Exp. DateSignature

Miss                                                
Mrs.
Mr.

(Please print clearly)

Address                                                                    Apt.#

City                                                      State               Zip

Home Phone No.  (                  )

Email

This offer cannot be combined with any other offers.

K5X3428
BTAT

source code

promotion codeUse codes for phone/internet ordersN HFREF4T

Circle 
Payment 
Option

FREE Shipping on your order! Must use promotion code  BTAT

Indigo

244

Wine

063

Allure
Blue
A295

Leaf

230

For a limited time only,  get FREE matching pants when you purchase 
our tunic. Both are plush, anti-pill knit fleece; top has interlock knit inset. 
Cotton/polyester. Both machine wash/dry. Imported.

Shawl Collar Fleece Top. All the cozy warmth of your favorite fleece, 
updated with a shawl collar for a dressier look. Layered-look design features 
a ribbed shawl collar with white inset, ribbed cuffs and bottom band. Approx 
27"L. K5X-B14122

FREE! Fleece Pants. A perfect match to our Shawl Collar Tunic. Easygoing, 
straight-leg style includes a full elastic waist that sits at your natural waist; 
slant pockets. 29½" inseam.  K5X-B12065

*If returned, you must also include the free item to get full credit.

HFREF4T

TOP

Heather 

Gray

3676

PANTS

Heather 

Gray

3676

FREE PANTS 
When you buy our fleece top. A 12.99 value!

S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20, 16W-18W), 2XL(20W-22W), 3XL(24W-26W)  

&+226(�

<285�6,=(6�

)25�$�

3(5)(&7�),7

��
21/<

ONLY

Special
Introductory Price

Prices expire 1/29/16.

QTY.Write in 
size choice:

Write in color 
& number:

Top K5X-B14122

PRICE

$19.99 EACH

FREE WITH TOP
Pants K5X-B12065

$19.99

TOTAL

SALES TAX 

Promotion code BTAT FREESHIPPING AND HANDLING

Optional Protection Plus! Expedited replacement of items lost in 
transit. Add $2.95 to protect your entire order.

AZ, GA, MA, NJ, PA, WI, WV Residents: 
add applicable sales tax

FREE
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For the week of October 19 - October 25 Emily Hamer-West
by

Turn off social media and step away from your e-mail, 
Ram. It’s too tempting to fire off critical words about 
someone’s behavior — and it’ll be even harder to make 

your apologies later! A busy schedule has you eating on the run 
and your health is suffering! Listen to nutritional advice from a Leo.

It’s unfair that someone close reneged on a commitment 
important to you. But now it’s time to let the Capricorn 
moon’s calming influence help you accept the change of 
plans with grace. Late week could see you worrying about finances. 
Deep breaths, Bull. Dollars are on their way! 

You have a sudden desire to do something exciting, like 
making a career change or looking for new love. But hold 
off until the sun enters Scorpio on Friday, Twin. Even then 

make only small decisions — things are happening behind the 
scenes that can alter everything! The number 7 is lucky.  

Ready for a fall getaway but the budget says no? Don’t give 
up! You can talk your way into a free vacation while Mercury 

meets Neptune. Go clothes shopping with a young 
Scorpio on Wednesday. You’ll love your new look! Avoid rain-
slicked sidewalks Saturday when you may be prone to slipping.

Oops, you overstepped your bounds and offended 
someone you have a business relationship with! 
Make amends while the moon’s in Capricorn on 

Monday. Later in the week, the stars are aligned for spend-
ing time alone or only with your partner. Luck is on your 
side Saturday — play a game to win! 

You want to play under Wednesday’s Aquarius 
moon, but you’re forced to take care of boring 
business instead. The good news? This leads to 
more cash in your pocket! If you’re thinking of getting  
back with an old flame, weigh the pros and cons — this 
could have lasting consequences for you both!

Look lively, Libra. It’s time to meet new friends 
by going somewhere new and different. Wednesday’s 
Aquarius moon motivates you to sign up for a class, while 

Sunday sees you enjoying a fun new activity with your family. A 
chance to earn a secondary income arrives in a letter — say yes! 

The soulmate or BFF you’ve been searching for 
finally comes into your life. Are you ready for the changes 
to come? A cash stress eases when Mercury and Venus 
align. Try to resolve a distracting home or work situation by the 
weekend when the Aries moon inspires last-minute travel. 

It’s true the typical Archer cares little about money and 
possessions, but the gleam of gold catches your eye when 
a friend offers a financial tip while Mercury and Venus 

align! Be ready for emotions to explode Friday, when a loved one 
reveals something that shocks you to the core! 

The cosmos gives you a big push this week — use it to 
complete a project begun long ago, Goat! A relationship 
with someone close could turn sour midweek. Dig deep 
to find the real reason — especially if you’re single! Make time for 
pampering this weekend — try a massage or manicure.

Being the risk-taker of the zodiac, it’s usually easy for 
you to go after what you want, no matter how difficult. 
But now it’s hard to charge ahead? Relax! After the sun 

enters Scorpio, everything changes — even what you want! You’re 
inspired to redecorate this weekend — ask a Taurus for help!

It’s time to step off life’s treadmill and give your brain and 
body a chance to recover, Fish! Any health troubles you’re 
suffering will vanish with rest and proper nutrition. Catch 
up with an old friend under the Pisces moon — sharing hopes and 
dreams for the future could turn into sizzling romance!  

ARIESMarch 21 - April 20 TAURUS April 21 - May 21

GEMINIMay 22 - June 21 CANCER June 22 - July 22

LEO July 23 - August 23 VIRGO August 24 - September 22

LIBRA September 23 - October 23 SCORPIO October 24 - November 22

SAGITTARIUS November 23 - December 21 CAPRICORN December 22 - January 20

AQUARIUS January 21 - February 18 PISCES February 19 - March 20

YOUR HOROSCOPE

CARRIE
FISHER

turns 59 on 
Oct. 21

CELEBRITY

BIRTHDAY
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FRAMEWORK WIN $150!

GOOD LUCK!

These words are listed in alphabetical 

order according to length. Fit them 

into their proper places in the Frame-

work. This puzzle has been started 

for you with the entry MAINE. Now 

look for a 6-letter entry starting 

with E. Continue working this way 

until the puzzle is completed.

SOLUTION FOR WEEK #37

You can win a $150 cash prize for the 
first complete, correct Framework 
solution pulled from our mailbag. Get 
out your luckiest pencil and solve this 
puzzle, then send your answer to:

GLOBE FRAMEWORK #42

P.O. Box 1949, 

New York, NY  10156
Entry must be received by November 2, 2015.  

Tasty Tubers

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. 
Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries re-
ceived. THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. The 
name of the winners may be obtained by sending a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to GLOBE #42 FRAMEWORK, P.O. Box 1949, 
New York, NY 10156. All entries become property of American 
Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be 
on November 3, 2015, at our offices in New York. Any information 
entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with 
entrant for sponsor’s, or third party, marketing purposes. Prize will 
be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within 
six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be 
forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

For more great puzzles visit www.PennyDellPuzzles.com
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PUZZLES

HOW TO ENTER
Spot 10 differences between our cartoons. 

Slight color differences DON’T COUNT.

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY November 2, 2015 
Spot the Differences #42 

P.O. Box 1949, New York, NY 10156  
Please print clearly. 

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

City _________________________________________________________

State/Zip ___________________________________________________

Daytime phone number _______________________________________

SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE MAIL  
TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Please print clearly. 

Winners will be notified by mail or phone. Allow 6-8 weeks to receive winnings. GLOBE 
assumes no responsibility for late, misdirected or lost mail. All entries become the 
property of GLOBE. This contest is void where prohibited by law. All federal, state and 
local laws apply. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 
Free alternate means of entry. Circle the differences on the cartoon and mail in this 
form. OR write your name, address and telephone number – and list the 10 differences 
– on a 3x5 card and send it to the address above. Selection of winning entrants for the 
contest will be November 3, 2015, at our offices in New York. Names of winners will be 
printed in the November 23, 2015, issue of GLOBE. Odds of winning depend on number 
of correct entries received. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used 
to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize 
will be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months from the date of 
issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will 
be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.
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MORE
PUZZLES!

MORE
CASH!

Sorry, you just can’t milk your expenses any more!

Come on, folks! Here’s your chance to win big bucks and have lots  

of fun in America’s most exciting competition — and it’s free!

PUZZLE

#42Q�$250 to the first correct entry out of the bag! 

Q�$25 goes to the first five runners-up!

WIN

$250!

3 Letters

Lbs.
Yam

4 Letters

Eyes
Inca
Mash
Skin
Trim

5 Letters

Adapt
Amass
Clump
Fries

Idaho
India
Irish
Maine 

6 Letters

Annual
Choice
Extend
Furrow
Grainy
Niacin
Potato
Russet
Starch

7 Letters

Bushels
Economy
Sporing

8 Letters

Kennebec
Thiamine

11 Letters

Underground
Vichyssoise

�
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BAD BOYS’ NEW TV SHO

F
OR four Hollywood 

hunks, everything old is 

new again this TV season 

— including the secrets 

these bad boys wish 

would stay buried!

Heartthrob ROB LOWE, 

now 51, returns in FOX’s The 

Grinder. The show’s about a 

washed-up actor who played a 

lawyer on TV. He comes back to 

his hometown and his real-life 

lawyer brother to start fresh.

And in real life, Rob’s no 

stranger to starting 

fresh! He had the 

first bona fide 

celebrity sex-tape 

scandal in 1988.

The actor was in 

Atlanta to attend 

the Democratic 

National 

Convention. 

He ended up 

canvassing two 

young ladies in his 

hotel room instead — 

complete with videotape!

Hours later the girls — 

one of whom turned out to 

be only 16 — and the tape 

were gone. Lowe was sued 

by the teen’s mother, who 

settled out of court. Lowe 

had to do community 

service. 

Tarnished 

JOHN STAMOS 

is turning over 

a new leaf, too, 

after a more recent 

brush with the law. 

The 52-year-old 

Full House hottie, who 

has a new FOX series, 

Grandfathered, was busted for 

DUI this summer. Just weeks 

later, Stamos checked himself 

into rehab for a month.

A source close to the 

scandal-scarred star 

reveals the death of his 

mother, Loretta, last 

September “did a number 

on him.” 

Now Stamos 

is trying to 

bounce 

back with 

the 

sitcom about a playboy 

restaurant owner named 

Jimmy Martino, who discovers 

he’s a father to a grown son — 

and a grandfather.

Former Miami Vice cop DON 

JOHNSON’s playing a family 

man as well. He’s oil tycoon Hap 

Briggs on ABC’s new, soapy 

drama Blood & Oil. The show 

sees a young couple crossing 

paths with a rich, drama-riddled 

family amidst oil fields.

But wags say Johnson 

may have been drilling for 

something else when he was 

spotted in porno stores in 

1998 and 2000, spending big 

money on hardcore gay videos 

and toys. Eyewitnesses say the 

1998 expedition included a 

younger male friend — and 

his spokesperson brushed 

off the 2000 shopping 

spree as “gag gifts for a 

bachelor party.”

JAMES BROLIN also 

knows how to party! The 

  ROB LOWE  

 UNDERAGE 

  JOHN STAMOS  

 DRUNK 

  DON JOHNSON  

 TASTE 
 FOR GAY 

In 1988, Lowe was 

video taped having 

sex with a 16-year-old 

and her friend, which 

was caught on tape

Just this past 

summer, hand-

some Stamos 

was arrested 

(right) for  

DUI by Beverly  

Hills police

On Blood & Oil, Don 

Johnson is wed to 

Amber Valletta. In 

his Miami Vice days 

he bought gay porn



• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 600 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

COUPON

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

COUPON

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

HARBOR FREIGHT

SUPER COUPON

ANY SINGLE ITEM

20%
OFF

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our 
stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon 
must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

FREE
How Does Harbor Freight 

Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions of 
dollars in our own state-of-the-art 
quality test labs and millions more 
in our factories, so our tools will go 
toe-to-toe with the top professional 
brands. And we can sell them for 
a fraction of the price because we 
cut out the middle man and pass 
the savings on to you. It’s just that 
simple! Come visit one of our 
600 Stores Nationwide.

WITH ANY PURCHASE

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SAVE 
61%

72" x 80" 
MOVER'S BLANKET

LOT  66537 shown
69505 /62418

comp at $17 .97 

$699 

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT

NINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT
LOT 69052 shown

69111/62522/62573

VALUE

$699 

2500 LB. 
ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL

LOT 61258  shown
61840 /61297/68146

comp at $259.99

$5999 

SAVE 
$200

$14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847  shown
61454/61693
62803/69091

comp at $499  

SAVE 
$349

40 PIECE 1/4" AND 3/8" DRIVE 
SOCKET SET

$399 

comp at $9.99

 LOT 63015 
 61328/62843  
47902 shown

SAVE 
60%

• SAE and Metric

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR
LOT   60338

66619/69381 shown

$9999 comp at 
$168.97

SAVE 
$68

$13499

comp at $399  

LOT  69684 shown
61776 /61969/61970

12" SLIDING COMPOUND 
DOUBLE-BEVEL MITER SAW 

WITH LASER GUIDE

SAVE 
$264

SAVE 
39%

TWO TIER 
COLLAPSIBLE 
EASY-STORE 

STEP LADDER

comp at 
$32 .99 

$1999 

• 225 lb. 
Capacity

SAVE 
54%

$3199 

comp at $69 .99 

60 LED SOLAR SECURITY LIGHT

LOT 62534/69643 shown

Includes 6V, 
900 mAh NiCd 
battery pack.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

 

RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON

ALUMINUM RACING JACK
• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 

Most Vehicles
 LOT  69252/60569 shown

68053/62160

62496/62516 SAVE
$60

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating
Customer Rating

LOT  67514 

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  
67831 shown• 1060 lb. Capacity

• 14,600 cu. in. of storage

SAVE
$633

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coup3n or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  

SAVE
33%

3-IN-1 PORTABLE POWER PACK

WITH JUMP STARTER

LOT  60657 shown

38391 /62306/62376

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/9/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

  

1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE 

HEAT GUN
SAVE
70%

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

* 46720757 *
 4 6 7 2 0 7 5 7 

* 46675997 *
 4 6 6 7 5 9 9 7 

* 46723316 *
 4 6 7 2 3 3 1 6 

* 46716823 *
 4 6 7 1 6 8 2 3 

* 46727694 *
 4 6 7 2 7 6 9 4 

* 46645073 *
 4 6 6 4 5 0 7 3 

* 46696663 *
 4 6 6 9 6 6 6 3 

* 46683502 *
 4 6 6 8 3 5 0 2 

* 46696311 *
 4 6 6 9 6 3 1 1 

* 46666128 *
 4 6 6 6 6 1 2 8 

* 46664895 *
 4 6 6 6 4 8 9 5 

* 46646819 *
 4 6 6 4 6 8 1 9 

* 46699998 *
 4 6 6 9 9 9 9 8 

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.   Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot 
be used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside 
Track Club membership, extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking 
lot sale item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills,   storage cabinets, chests or carts, 
trenchers, welders, Admiral, CoverPro, Daytona, Diablo, Franklin, Hercules, Holt, 
Jupiter, Predator,  Stik-Tek, StormCat, Union, Vanguard, Viking.   Not valid on prior 
purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented.  Valid through 2/9/16. 

OWS

75-year-old actor — married 

to Barbra Streisand — was the 

center of explosive revelations 

in 2014 when court documents 

featured his ex-wife Jane 

Agee talking about their 

“open marriage” and how he 

cheated on her despite their 

arrangement. 

Agee claimed Brolin met his 

second wife, Jan Smithers, 

while they were still married 

and it busted up their nearly 

20-year union. 

Here’s hoping his Life in 

Pieces character, John Short, 

has a much more committed 

relationship with on-screen 

wife, Joan (Dianne Wiest) — and 

that the heartfelt CBS sitcom 

isn’t set in Splitsville! 

  JOSH BROLIN   

 CHEATING 
 HEART 

Brolin, who was accused of 

cheating by ex-wife Jane 

Agee (inset), relaxes on set 

with TV wife Dianne Wiest
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BITTER GWEN’S UGLY 
DIVORCE DOGFIGHT!

T
HE Voice coach Gwen 
Stefani is embroiled in a 
bitter custody battle with 
the father of her three 

sons Gavin Rossdale — over the 
family dog!

“The soon-to-be exes are at war 
over who gets to keep Chewy, 
their beloved Pomeranian,” says 
a source. 

“They are committed to jointly 
raising their three boys together, 
but they’re in a nasty battle over 
who gets the pup full-time.

“Both adore Chewy. Gavin 
even rescued the dog from 
drowning last year when a 
wave swept Chewy away from a 
Malibu beach. Gavin went after 
him and managed to scoop him 
to safety.”

On the day their divorced was 
announced last summer, Gavin 
was seen walking the pooch in 
Beverly Hills. But Gwen takes 
her doggy duty just as seriously 
and, the source says, “totes that 
pup with her constantly.”

The Bush singer, 49, and 
Stefani, 46, announced their 
split in August, after 13 years 
together and sons, Kingston, 
9, Zuma, 7, and Apollo, 
20 months.

Stefani’s fears that her British 
husband cheated reportedly 
sparked the divorce. 

Now they are fighting over 

Chewy and her $120 million 
fortune. He wants half insisting 
he stayed home with the kids 
while she built a career.

 “This could turn into one of 

“You can be sure Gwen won’t 
go down without a fight — over 
her money or her dog!”

 Gwen and 

 Gavin are 

 gnawing  

 in a nasty  

 battle over  

 their pet  

 dog Chewy  

QUEEN BASSIST TURNS BACK ON OLD BAND!
FORMER Queen bassist John Deacon 

isn’t living like royalty — even though he 
has $125 million in the bank!

The 64-year-old rock star traded in the 
eyeliner, sparkles and flashy outfits for 
anoraks and sensible pants. You’d never 
think the reclusive family man was in one 
of the world’s most famous bands if you 
saw him on the street!

Though he’s worth a fortune thanks 
to massive royalty checks from penning 
songs like Another One Bites the Dust, 

he rejects the glamorous high life.
Drummer Roger Taylor, 66, and guitar-

ist Brian May, 68, recently embarked on 
a tour in South America with American 
Idol’s Adam Lambert in place of their 
flamboyant front-man Freddie Mercury, 
who died of AIDS. Deacon, who quit 
Queen in 1997, turned down the reunion!

The father of six who’s been married 
for 40 years “wants to be private and 
in his own universe,” says May. “He still 
keeps an eye on the finances, though.”

 THEN  NOW 



YES.  Please reserve the ELVIS PRESLEY™: Golden Legend Accent Lamp 
for me as described in this announcement. 
Limit: one per order.                                            Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $21.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow 

4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment.  Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City                                            State              Zip

Email (optional)

01-22274-001-E21691

9345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles, IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION                                        SEND NO MONEY NOW

www.bradfordexchange.com/elvislamp
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ELVIS PRESLEY
TM

: 
Golden Legend 
Accent Lamp

Nearly
1½ FEET 

TALL!

Shown much smaller 
than actual size of 
about 16" high; 10" 
diam shade. 

UL-approved; includes 
a FREE CFL bulb for 
soft illumination.

Product subject to 
change get added

ELVIS™ and ELVIS PRESLEY™ are trademarks of ABG EPE IP LLC Rights of Publicity 
and Persona Rights: Elvis Presley Enterprises, LLC © 2015 ABG EPE IP LLC.

elvis.com     ©2015 BGE      01-22274-001-EI

FREE 
light bulb!
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 WHO’S THE BOSS KID’S

Danny was 8 

when he played 

son to TV 

parents Judith 

and Tony

W
HO’S The Boss? 
child star Danny 
Pintauro has HIV – 
and admits catching 

the deadly AIDS virus during 
kinky gay sex with a bondage 
freak whose name he doesn’t 
even know!

Amazingly, Danny, now 
married to another man, kept 
his diagnosis secret for 12 
years — and finally broke his 
silence as part of a personal 
crusade to teach people 
about the disease!

But Danny’s 
c o n f e s s i o n 
triggered  a 
firestorm of 
outrage from 
fans of the 
ABC sitcom 
that aired 
from 1984 to 
1992. 

“Thanks  for 
being a liar for 12 
years,” blasted an Internet 
poster. “You now want to be a 
beacon of light to young gays, 
but you aren’t one at all!”

And another fan fumed, “He 
regrets not knowing the name 
of the man? This is exactly 
why people should not go 
out and pick up others. No 
wonder AIDS is so prevalent.”

Drugs and bondage

But the former actor, who now 
manages a Las Vegas eatery, 
got support from his TV mom, 
Judith Light, 66, and his  TV 

 “father figure” 

 64.
Danny, now 39, 

was just 8 years old 
when he took the role 

of Jonathan Bower on “Who’s 
the Boss.”

He came out of the closet 
in 1997 at the urging of 
Judith, who now co-stars on 
Amazon’s Emmy-winning 
series, Transparent, about 
a family dealing with a 
transgender father.

Danny says his early gay 
life in New York City — 
mixing crystal meth with 
bondage and S&M, set him up 
for a fall. He tested positive 
for HIV in March 2003.

“I was experimenting and 

I thought I was being safe,” 
says the star, who married 
Las Vegas entertainer and 
casino worker Wil Tabares 18 
months ago. 

Devastated by his HIV 
diagnosis, Pintauro “kept the 
truth to himself for years,” 
says an industry insider. “He 

didn’t want to tell Tony or 
even Judith, who has been his 
biggest supporter through his 
life. He was totally terrified 
he was going to die!”

 But Danny had a change of 
heart after marrying. 

Now he says, gays “have to 
come out of the HIV closet.”

“I was experimenting 
and I thought I was  

being safe” 

Gay  

Danny Pintauro 

caught AIDS virus 

from BONDAGE

FREAK



NEW YORK, NEW YORK — 

If life isn’t hard enough, now you have to worry about making 

it to the bathroom in time. The feeling of your bladder bursting 

and the down right panic of “not making it” in time can be 

absolutely over-whelming.

God forbid you have to laugh, cough or sneeze at the 

“wrong” time and when did you start to become scared to take 

a big sip of tea, coffee or water?

You’re not alone in your battle to control your bladder. 

According to The National Institute of Health, as many as 

33 million Americans are affected by bladder control issues 

described above.

The Family Secret Even  
the Family Doesn’t Know

“Most people who have overactive bladders choose to keep 

their problem a secret,” says Dr. Tracey Seipel, a long-time 

clinician who is one of the world’s leading experts in natural 

urological health care.

“They don’t even tell their spouse or families about it. It 

affects their lives in every way, influencing where they go, and 

even what they will wear in case they have an accident.” 

“Black is the color of choice,” says Dr. Seipel, “as it can 

hide evidence of public accidents.”

A 100% natural, drug-free solution developed by Dr. 

Seipel is now available in a remarkable, fast-acting natural 

formula called Bladder Control.

This sophisticated herbal compound has been shown in 

clinical studies to improve bladder control with reductions in 

bladder frequency, nocturia (having to urinate at night), urgency, 

and bladder discomfort, sometimes in as little as two weeks.

No More Running to the Toilet
Since its introduction in Australia, more than 25,000 

people have successfully used the Bladder Control formula.

Dr. Seipel’s formula has made a believer out of 45-year-

old, mother of three, Brandy W., from Brisbane, Australia.

“I had a high bladder frequency as a child,” says Brandy, 

“but my frequency really worsened after the birth of my first 

child.”

A friend who was aware of Brandy’s condition told her 

about Dr. Seipel’s formula. “After two weeks, I had already 

noticed changes,” smiles Brandy.**

“I was finding that although I felt I needed to urinate, I wasn’t 

desperate to run to the toilet. Now, when I get up in the morning,” 

she adds, “I’m able to make the coffee and even have a cup 

before needing to go, which is a great improvement!”

How Does It Work?
“Bladder Control helps aging bladders feel and function 

years younger by revitalizing bladder tone and function, and 

by helping improve kidney health,” says Dr. Seipel.

“Bladder Control promotes normal urinary frequency, 

and reduces urgency, nocturia and those embarrassing, 

away-from-home bladder accidents,” adds Dr. Seipel.

“The compound invigorates the tone of the bladder 

wall, restoring a healthy level of firmness by enhancing 

the bladder’s muscular elasticity. This reduces the 

frequent urge to urinate,” explains Dr. Seipel.

Positive Clinical Trials 
This natural, drug-free Bladder Control formula has 

performed well in clinical studies.

In one early controlled, randomized trial, participants saw 

results in as little as two weeks. But the best was yet to come.

Two weeks later, participants shocked study observers by 

reporting an astounding 88% improvement in their quality of life.

Thirty days later, every study participant, 100% of them, 

reported that their quality of life had improved markedly.

Results like these are not surprising to Dr. Seipel who 

single-handedly pioneered the bladder care category in the 

early 2000’s, receiving an award from the prestigious US 

Nutrition Business Journal for her work.

Her patent-pending formula consisting of select, 

synergistically paired botanicals like Crateva nurvala, Equisetum 

arvense and Lindera aggregata, was 15 years in the making.

Dr. Seipel searched for an effective, alternative treatment 

to prescription drugs.

“Those medications can cause memory loss and have a 

distressing drying effect on the body, causing blurred vision, 

constipation, dry mouth, nausea, and other side effects,” says 

Dr. Seipel.

Adios to Adult Diapers
“Overactive bladder syndrome and/or urinary incontinence 

are widespread problems,” says Dr. Seipel. Many of these 

individuals wear adult diapers.

Insiders in the adult diaper industry are keeping a close eye on 

Dr. Seipel’s bladder support breakthrough because of people like 

78-year-old retired teacher, Glenda B. from Gold Coast, Australia.

Glenda wore adult diapers every day to guard against accidents.

“My bladder capacity was good but the leakage and 

accidents would occur a few times a day without warning. So, 

I wore them every day,” confesses Glenda.

Since Glenda discovered Dr. Seipel’s Bladder Control 

formula, you won’t find her shopping in the adult diaper 

section of the store anymore.

“After only 10 days on Bladder Control, I stopped wearing 

my diapers. Now, I am managing very well, thank you,” says 

Glenda. According to  Euromonitor International, a respected 

market research firm, the size of the adult diaper market in the 

U.S. was approximately $1.4 Billion in 2012.

Prostate or Bladder? Hard to Tell
Many men confuse the symptoms of overactive bladder 

syndrome with prostate woes.

Dr. Seipel explains, “Prostate enlargement restricts urine 

flow. The bladder compensates for this by trying harder and 

harder to push the urine out.”

“This causes structural changes to the bladder,” adds Dr. 

Seipel, “Causing bladder walls to thicken and lose elasticity.”

As bladder pressure increases, so does instances of urinary 

frequency and urgency.

Long after a man’s prostate woes are relieved, he may still 

experience the same symptoms thanks to his now-overactive 

bladder.

His-and-Her Results
“Because male and female bladders, other than size, are 

identical,” says Dr. Seipel, “the formula works equally well for 

both men and women”.

“It’s a his-and-her formula,” she smiles. David M., age 46, 

can attest to this. “I was having to go to the toilet every hour 

or so and I had to go to the toilet at least four times per night.”

Four weeks after starting Bladder Control, David says, 

“My trips to the toilet have definitely reduced and I’m having 

much better sleep, getting up maybe once a night.”

If you’re ready to put an end to your go-now urination 

urges, to those frantic trips to the bathroom, and if you are 

looking for the confidence and security that a healthy bladder 

can bring to your life, here’s your risk-free opportunity. 

Special Opportunity  
for Our Readers

Dr Seipel has arranged (for a limited time) to provide our 

readers a full 60 days to try Bladder Control at home completely 

Risk Free. That’s how confident she is that it will work for you.

And... if you call today we are offering a limited number of 

FREE 30 day bottles as part of our “Fix My Bladder” special 

promotion, call now for details at 1-800-820-8153.

In as little as four weeks, you could be sleeping through the 

night, taking long trips in the car again, and feeling confident 

and self-assured all without adult diapers or absorbent 

underwear. Put those padded underwear and adult diapers back 

on the shelf where they belong. But don’t wait. Supplies are 

very limited. Call now at 1-800-820-8153.
*THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE US FDA. 

**A TESTIMONIAL REFLECTS THE EXPERIENCE OF ONE PERSON. ACTUAL RESULTS MAY VARY. WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING YOUR SUCCESS STORIES

Store shelves are overflowing with  
adult diapers and absorbant underwear

Wearing Adult Diapers or Padded 
Underwear is No Longer Necessary
According to Dr. Seipel, Leaking, Squirming, 

Squeezing, and Embarrassing Odors...Even 

Accidents Can Now be a Thing of the Past!

Dr. Tracey Seipel:

Naturopath, 

Clinical Nutritionist, 

Herbalist & 

Diabetes Educator 

ADVERTISEMENT



         SHEELA WOOD FRIENDSHIP CLUB

FL. 015-792 Sexy, delicious 
diva. Submissive, obedient, 
sincere. Enjoy flea markets, 
cooking, movies, and animals. 
Looking for older, dominant man 
for guidance and ultimate control. 
Must be honest, loyal, and de-
pendable. Am willing to relocate.

NV. 015-793 Correctional insti-
tute inmate. Cuddler needing 
teddy bear. SWF, 40s, blonde, 
green, busty, good heart, seek-
ing people to correspond to talk 
to. Incarcerated, free 2016. Seri-
ous replies only. Send contact 
information.

PA. 015-794 SWF, ISO SWM, 
tall, from PA. Honest, kind, 
sincere. No breads, alcohol-
ics, drugs. 60-65, love danc-
ing, movies, comedy, cooking. 
Blonde, hazel eyes. Letter and 
picture, please.

England 015-795 Lady would 
like to correspond with SW gent 
69-76. Interests family interests. 
Quiet, pleasant, places of interest.

KY. 015-796 Correctional in-
stitute inmate. SWF, sexy, pe-
tite, hazel-eyed hottie. Willing 
to try new things. Fun-loving, 
domesticated, loves outdoors, 
good sense of humor. Willing to 
relocate.

WOMEN SEEKING MEN

CA. 015-743 Healthy Black lady, 
69, 5’6”, 130 lbs. Seeks White 
secure, good-hearted gentleman 
to build love and home together. 
Love outdoors, animals. Have 
international contacts. Must love 
to go. Please send photo and 
telephone. No games. 67+.

NC. 015-783 Music teacher, for-
mer model. White female, 79, 
120 lbs. Interests are travel, gar-
den, dance, beaches. ISO White 
male with similar interests, 
about same age, educated, li-
censed pilot, legal matters, golf. 
Photo, phone.

USA 015-785 Country lady, age 
60, 5’6”, 128 lbs. Attractive, ac-
tive, affectionate, understanding, 
likes cooking, crafts, home life. 
Looking for older man for long-
term relationship. I will relocate. 
All answered with phone.

CT. 015-787 WWF, 82, active, 
homeowner, 5’4”, 125 lbs., live 
alone, NS/ND, looking for hon-
est, secure, white, NS gentle-
man, 80-90, for sharing life, 
travel, and more together. No 
inmates. Photo, phone.

CA. 015-789 SWFC, busty, full 
fi gured, 58 years young, seeks 
a kind, Christian gentleman. No 
players or jailhouse Johnnies. 
All inquiries answered.

CA. 015-797 Petite, senior lady. 
Homeowner. ISO older gentle-
man for LTR. Marriage possible. 
Must be honest, affectionate, 
healthy, financially secure. No 
vices/games. Photo/phone ap-
preciated. All answered.

MEN SEEKING WOMEN

MN. 114-547 Rich, sweet, nature 
lover with hot body looking for 
same. Must love classic/oldies 
music, owning real estate, pretty 
ranches, pets and winters beau-
ty/trail riding. I am tall, attractive, 
self-made and reserved for you. 
Lots of fun/love here. Age 35-55. 
Phone, photo please.

CA. 114-550 SWM, lonely, small, 
5’3”, 133 lbs., baby face, good 
looking, incontinent adult, wear 
diapers and plastic pants. Looking 
for a woman who’s into lifestyle. 
Very serious motherly woman to 
take charge, dominate serious 
relationship or marriage, from 45-
65. Will answer all and relocate. 

WI. 114-551 Big woman desired 
(bigger the better) by SWM, 48. 
Love nutty humor, NFL, cud-
dling. Want to make you the 
happiest woman alive. South 
Central Wisconsin.

NY. 114-553 Handsome senior 
citizen cowboy, young 70, jet 
black hair, brown eyes, 5’3”, 140 
lbs. Big Chis and CW fan, likes 
dancing, sports, nature, pets, 
the good life. Seeks Alabama 
Lassie, but all serious replies 
answered. Age, looks unimport-
ant. For friendship, maybe more. 
Photo, phone please.

IN. 114-554 Prominent senior 
farmer from Indiana wants to 
meet women from East Central 
Indiana or West Central Ohio in 
60-75 category.

OH. 114-555 SWM, homeowner 
seeks female or family, can re-
locate. Will pay half all bills and 
chores. All replies welcome.

NV. 114-556 Correctional institute 
inmate. SBM, 33 years old, 5’11”, 
190 lbs. Attractive, honest, loving, 
mature, Christian. Seeking under-
standing, loving lady of integrity, 
30 plus, all nationalities welcome.

IN. 114-557 SWM, 61, 6’, 183 
lbs., debt free. Seeks female, 
very busty, non-smoker.

AL. 114-558 SWM, non-smoker, 
75 years old. Live in Mobile, Ala-
bama area. Want to meet women 
65 to 75 living in South Alabama 
or South Mississippi.

NC. 114-559 Spontaneous, re-
tired, White, southern gentle-
man, 57, looking for younger 
lady for meaningful times. I like 
Porsche, Corvettes, yachts, and 
travel. Someone relocatable a 
plus. Please include long, de-
tailed, typed letter, birthday, 
phone number, decent photo.

FL. 500-713 Attractive, young 
looking bisexual WM, senior, 
5’8”, 135 lbs. ISO gay or bisex-
ual people, any age over 21. Ex-
perienced or curious. Any race, 
Black, Asian, White.

s s ssss s s ss

ISO ............. In Search Of

LTR ............. Long Term  

                      Relationship

TLC ............. Tender Loving   

                    Care

SBF ............. Single Black  

                     Female

SWF ............. Single White 

                     Female

SBM ........... Single Black 

                     Male

SWM .......... Single White  

                     Male

WWF .......... White Widowed 

                      Female

BWM .......... Black Widowed 

                     Male

C ................ Christian

S ................ Single

D ................ Divorced

H ................ Hispanic

ABBREVIATION SAMPLES:

NOTICE: Any correspondence and/or inter-
actions/dealings you engage in with an 
advertiser/responder is done so at your own 
risk. Beware of any communication in which 
you are asked for monetary assistance.

Put ad
number
on back.

BY MAIL:

HOW TO ANSWER ADS

RESPONSE COSTS: $6.00 EACH OR THREE FOR $14.00

To respond to ads in this section:

1.   Write your response. Include any contact information you would like the person 

reading your letter to use, should they choose to communicate further.

2.  Place your response in an envelope, seal it, and attach the correct U.S. postage.

3.   On the back of the envelope (see example above), write the 6-digit number of the ad 

you are responding to.

4.  Place your response envelope(s) and payment (see costs above) in U.S. Funds (checks

must be drawn upon a U.S. bank) or U.S. Money Order, into another envelope. Write 

your return address on the front, upper left hand corner of the envelope in order for us 

to contact you if needed. Seal, attach proper U.S. postage and mail to:

Sheela Wood, 5020 W. Linebaugh Ave., Mailbox #9, Tampa, FL 33624
You have up to 4 months from the issue date to respond by mail.

The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibil-

ity for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising mes-

sage. Responses are mailed within two weeks of processing. We 

hope that you will meet the person(s) you are searching for, but 

please realize that interests are not always mutual. We therefore, 

cannot guarantee that you will receive response from those you 

send responses to. Also, when you correspond with someone, 

you assume all risk associated with the established relationship. Beware 

of any communication in which you are asked for monetary assistance.

ss ss

000-000Place
stamp
on envelope. ��������HOW TO PLACE AN AD* 

yyyy

CHECK ME OUT!

ss ss

TO PLACE AN AD BY MAIL: Ad copy and payment (U.S. Funds) by cash, check drawn 

upon a U.S. bank, U.S. money order, MasterCard, VISA,  American Express or Discover 

to: Sheela Wood, 5020 W. Linebaugh Ave., Mailbox #9, Tampa, FL 33624.

TO PLACE AN AD BY FAX/EMAIL: Fax your ad copy and payment to: (888) 767-2849 

or Email to: sheelawood@russelljohns.com Fax/Email orders must be paid by VISA, 

MasterCard, American Express, Discover or PayPal. Include card number, expiration 

date, authorized amount, cardholder’s signature and the credit card billing address.

COST OF AD: (per week) $37 for up to 25 words; $59 for 26-40 words; $90 for 41-55 

words; $113 for 56-70 words; each additional word over 70 - $1.70 per word.

ALL ORDERS: Include your name, address and phone number. Written confi rmation/ 

response number will be sent when order is processed.

For further information, call: 1-800-223-6226 Monday-Friday 8:30 - 5:00 Eastern.

 CATEGORIES AVAILABLE:  Women Seeking Men • Men Seeking Women

Women Seeking Women • Men Seeking Men • Connections

YELLOW TINT: $9.00 or RED TEXT: $9.00

EYESTOPPER: $16.00

Choose from these eyestoppers:

 1.                             2.                     3.                          4.

5.                          6.                            7.                            8.
w

Sheela Wood ads are published in Globe and National Examiner. We reserve 

the right to edit or reject any copy. This column is strictly for personal ads and 

not for commercial solicitations. *Must be 18+. Response to advertisements 

cannot be guaranteed.
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S C R A M B L E

HOW TO PLAY
Look up, down, diagonally, backward, forward, sideways – in 
all directions – to find the names or words in the list below. As 
you locate a word in the diagram, circle the letters and cross 
it off the list. After circling all the words, read all the unused 
letters to find the answer to the scramble solution. When you 
discover it, write your solution in the entry blank or on a 3x5 
card and mail it to the address given in the rules.

Enter GLOBE’s Word Scramble contest and win CASH! Read the rules carefully, 
solve the puzzle, fill in your name and address and mail your entry to: GLOBE 
Word Scramble 41, P.O. Box 1949, New York, NY 10156. Entries must be received 
by November 2, 2015. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be on 
November 3, 2015, at our offices in New York. First correct answer drawn at 
random wins $100, the next correct answer drawn wins $50, and the next five 

win $10 each. Names of the winners will be printed in the 
November 23, 2015, issue of GLOBE. This week’s Scramble 
winners are below. Employees of GLOBE and its affiliates are 
not eligible. For a free copy of this puzzle and entry blank, 
please address your request to GLOBE, Att: WS Reader 
Service, P.O. Box 1949, New York, NY 10156. DO NOT SEND 
PUZZLE ENTRIES TO THIS ADDRESS. No facsimiles of 
entries from automatic duplicating devices will be accepted. 

Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. Open to 
U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. THIS CONTEST VOID 
WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. Any information entrants provide to sponsor 
may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, market-
ing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for 
six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six 
months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no 
alternate prize will be awarded.

WORD SCRAMBLE NO. 32 QUIZ ANSWER: STROKES

The following GLOBE readers are winners of the Word Scramble 
No. 37 Quiz, which appeared in issue No. 37, September, 
14, 2015. FIRST PRIZE ($100): G. Lapido, Boca Raton, Fla.
SECOND PRIZE ($50): J. Lutkowski, Old Forge, Penn. THIRD 

PRIZE ($10): M. Shwartz, Christopher, Ill.; S. Billingsley, 
Genevieve, Mo.; S. Barton, Winter Haven, Fla.; D. Ziegenbein, 
Houston, Texas; W. A. Lupus, Halethorpe, Md.

BIG BANG

BINARY

BLUE

CLUSTER

COMETS

DUST

DWARF

EARTH

ECLIPSE

EXPANDING

GASES

GLOBE

GRAVITY

HEAVENS

INFINITY

LIFE

LIGHT YEAR

MARS

MASS

MILKY WAY

PARSEC

RADIATION

RAYS

RED GIANT

SOLAR

SPIRALS

STARLIGHT

TELESCOPE

THEORIES

THE SUN

TIME

SCRAMBLE 

$200 IN
PRIZES!

1. There are 10 pins 
on a bowling alley.
2. Seven is 
the number of 
Deadly Sins.
3. Abraham 
Lincoln was the 
16th President.
4. Quintuplets are 
four babies born 
at the same time.

1. These contests are open to all residents of the United 
States ages 18 and older. Employees of American 
Media, Inc., its corporate sponsors and advertisers are 
not eligible.

2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.

3. To enter the FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ contestants  
must identify the differences between the  
photographs in a letter or postcard addressed to  
Globe #42 FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, P.O. Box 1949,  
New York, NY 10156. For all contests, be sure  
to print your name, address and telephone number.  
For TIC TAC TRUE send the answers to Globe #42  
TIC TAC TRUE, P.O. Box 1949, New York, NY 10156.

4. Entries must be received by November 2, 2015. 

5. ALL entries become the property of American Media, 
Inc., which assumes no responsibility for late, misdi-
rected or lost entries. 

Winners agree to publication and/or display of their 
name, address, likeness and entry form to be made at 
the discretion of American Media, Inc. Winner may be 
required to sign AMI’s affidavit of eligibility in order to 
collect any prizes.

6. Multiple entries are permitted, but not more than one 
entry per envelope can be awarded.

7. Winners will be selected in a random drawing under 
the supervision of American Media, Inc. Odds of winning 
will be determined by the number of entries received. 
There are no substitutions of prizes.

8. The FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ and TIC TAC TRUE sweep-
stakes are void where prohibited or restricted by law. 

9. The names of the winners may be obtained by send-
ing a self-addressed stamped envelope to Globe #42 
FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, or GLOBE #42 TIC TAC TRUE, P.O. 
Box 1949, New York, NY 10156.

10. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may 
be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or 
third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded 
in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash 
check within six months of date of issuance, check will 
be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize 
will be awarded.

Official FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ and TIC TAC TRUE rules

DIRECTIONS:

For every true answer, 

place an X in the  

corresponding square.  

For false, place an O in  

the corresponding square. 

If you have three correct 

TRUE answers in a row, 

horizontally, vertically  

or diagonally, draw a line 

through them and you 

have a correct entry. Cut 

it out and send in your 

completed puzzle and 

if yours is the first cor-

rect entry chosen in a 

random drawing, you will 

win $100. The next five 

correct entries picked will 

win $25 each. Good luck!

PLUS! FIRST 5

RUNNERS-UP

GET $25 EACHTIC TAC TRUEWIN
$100

5. A stop sign 
has six sides
6.There are 16 
ounces in a pound.
7. Leap Year is 
every five years.
8. There are four 
Presidents carved 
on Mt. Rushmore.
9. A football 
field measures 
300 yards.

QUANTITIES MAY VARY

GUESS
WHO?
Far from being a 

horrible boss, this 

actress is a friend 

to the people in her 

office space. She’s 

even been known 

to share her cake! 

Still stumped? 

Turn to page 51 for 

the answer

 G R B Y E P O C S E L E T

 A E I R R T C E S R A P C

 S D G A A A H L B D A V O

 E G B N D E Y E U O U M M
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TVinsider
+

Behind the scenes of your favorite shows
– by Drew MacKenzie 

and Alison Rayman

TV FACT
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DON’T
MISS...

The Simpsons
Sun., Oct. 18, FOX, 8 p.m.

When Lisa becomes scared, 
Homer is forced to take 
down his Everscream Terrors 
decorations. Halloween 
employees then seek 
vengeance on Homer for 
causing them to lose their jobs.

Fargo
Mon., Oct. 19, FX, 10 p.m.

The Gerhardt crime family, 
led by Floyd Gerhardt (Jean 
Smart) and coveted by 
eldest son, Dodd (Jeffrey 
Donovan), get a surprising 
offer. Elsewhere, two unlikely 
murderers do their best to 
clean up their mess.

American Horror Story: 
Hotel
Wed., Oct. 21, FX, 10 p.m.

Alex (Chloë Sevigny) is 
pushed to her breaking 
point after Scarlett stirs 
up memories of Holden. 
Donovan (Matt Bomer) is 
targeted by a dangerous rival 
of The Countess (Lady Gaga).

Billy Elliot: The Musical
Fri., Oct. 23, PBS, 9 p.m.

A special West End production 
of the musical Billy Elliot is 
showcased. The story is set 
during a mining strike, and 
tells the story of a young 
boy’s journey from the boxing 
ring to the ballet barre.

THE Walking Dead is back on AMC with 
a horde of new-series regulars and more 
zombies than you can shake a machete at!

With such a full house, expect tensions 
to rise in Alexandria, the new home of the 
show’s ragtag group of survivors.

“We have to keep people guessing,” says 
executive producer Robert Kirkman of the 
crazy sixth season. “All I’ll say is that a few 
of the things coming deal with very cool, very 
beloved parts of the original comic series.”

Some of those parts include new cast 
members Merritt Wever, who will be playing 
Denise Cloyd, a comic book character, and 
Corey Hawkins as graphic novel-inspired 
Heath. 

Additionally, actors Tovah Feldshuh 
(Deanna), Alexandra Breckenridge (Jessie) 
and Austin Nichols (Spencer) will see their 
roles beefed up, increasing the show’s 
regular cast to 18 members.

That means a lot of people for group leader 
Rick (Andrew Lincoln) to take care of — and 
to keep his eye on!

“He seems to be in a terrific position to bring 
these people around to his way of thinking, 
and have it not be based on antagonism,” adds 
executive producer Scott M. Gimple. 

“But I will say, the world often gets in the 
way of Rick’s plans.”

Expect “multiple threats” this season and 
big developments. 
Settling down doesn’t mean anyone on The 
Walking Dead is safe!

WALKING DEAD’S 
HORDE EXPLODES!

MTV first aired at 12:01 a.m. on Aug. 1, 1981. The first 

video was Video Killed the Radio Star by the Buggles.

The sixth season 

sees Andrew 

Lincoln’s Rick 

trying to keep 

the peace



FROM Desperate Housewives to 

warring roommates, Teri Hatcher 

adds to her list of strange 

bedfellows when she pops into 

CBS’ remake of The Odd Couple 

this season.

Hatcher is playing Charlotte, 

a smart and successful single 

mother who lives in the same 

building as Felix (Thomas 

Lennon) and Oscar (Matthew 

Perry).

She catches Oscar’s eye 

when he tries to date the nanny 

she’s hired, but sparks quickly 

fly between him and Charlotte 

instead.

Can they be more than 

Friends?

Hatcher’s been doing a lot of 

voice work in cartoons like the 

Planes movies and Jake and the 

Never Land Pirates. This is her 

first face work since a short-

lived arc on the cable dud Jane 

by Design in 2012.
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FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS’ Scott 
Porter joins new Cinemax 
exorcism drama Outcast…
UnREAL’s Freddie Stroma goes 
to Game of Thrones…Kirstie Alley 
will guest on Will Arnett’s 2016 
Netflix comedy Flaked…CBS network chief Nina 
Tassler is stepping down at the end of the year…
Veteran comic actor Judd Hirsch takes over the 
role of The Goldbergs’ Pop Pop…Agent Carter’s 
Chad Michael Murray will appear on FOX’s 
Scream Queens…NBC orders a series based on 
Liam Neeson’s Taken movies.

1What was 

the name of 

the forgotten 

Cunningham 

sibling on 

Happy Days?

2Which medical show often crossed 

over with Adam-12?

3On what sitcom did movie star 

Leonard DiCaprio get his start?

ANSWERS

TV 
trivia

THE ODDER 
COUPLE

1. Chuck 2. Emergency 3. Growing Pains

TV
NEWS

EXTRA

JUST months after splitting 
with Beverly Hills, 90210’s 
Brian Austin Green, sexy 
Megan Fox is shacking up 
with a bunch of new guys 
as the newest roommate on 
FOX’s New Girl.

The sultry Transformers 
actress will step in while 
star Zooey Deschanel is 
on maternity leave. Zooey 
gave birth to hubby Jacob 

Pechenik’s daughter in late 
July, and her whacky 
character, Jess, will 
be sequestered for 
off-screen jury 
duty for a portion 
of the beloved 
comedy’s fifth 
season.

Megan will 
play Reagan, a 
pharmaceutical rep who 
rents out Jess’ room 
and sends male roomies 
Schmidt, Winston and Nick 
into a tailspin.

New Girl executive 
producer Liz Meriwether 
says: “We had Megan in 
mind when we wrote this 

part — she’s the perfect 
person to come in and shake 

these guys up.”
New Girl returns to 

Megan will debut in 
the sixth episode.

GEEKY soul mates Sheldon 
and Amy are taking a time-
out, leaving both fans of 
CBS’ The Big Bang Theory 
and Sheldon himself 
heartbroken.

Socially awkward Sheldon 
(Jim Parsons) was all set to 
pop the question to his big-
brained lady, Amy (Mayim 
Bialik), when she asked for 
space. Now he has to win her 
back.

“He’s not good at 
leaving her alone,” admits 
showrunner Steve Molaro. 

“The one thing she asked 
for was a little bit of time to 
think, and he’s not going to 
give that to her.”

Instead, Sheldon’s going 
to launch some loopy 
initiatives to get her 
back. Unfortunately, and 

hilariously, they will only 
make her furious … and 
cause tension with their 
nerdy band of friends.

Says Steve: “It’s a little bit 
of a divorce.”

That means everybody has 
to pick a side — even viewers!

MEGAN 
MOVES IN!

Hatcher is 

back on TV 

— with a role 

in The Odd 

Couple!

Megan (inset) 

will step in for 

Zooey on the 

comedy series 

New Girl
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BIG

X
AMERICA’S

BIGGEST
CROSSWORD
By JOHN McCARTHY

WEEK

42
WIN $200 EVERY WEEK 

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. All entries 
become property of American Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be on November 3, 2015, at our offices in New York. Names of the winners will be printed in the November 23, 
2015, issue of GLOBE. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. 
Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

ATTENTION BIG X FANS! You can make big bucks with our ex-

citing, easy-to-read crossword puzzle. EVERY WEEK, we offer a 

$200 cash prize for the first complete, correct Big X solution 

pulled from our mailbag. DON’T WAIT! Sharpen your pencils, com-

plete this puzzle, and send your answer to GLOBE BIG X #42 P.O. 

Box 1949 New York, NY 10156. Must be received by November 2, 

2015. Have fun and GOOD LUCK!

ACROSS

 1 Hook and 
ladder’s home

 6 Stamp out
 11 Yellow weed
 16 Pal
 17 Trunk, in 

art class
 18 Vaulted
 19 Residence
 20 Harness horse
 21 PGA member
 22 Deciduous 

tree
 23 Gem State
 25 Become one
 27 Silver-screen 

award
 30 AOL message
 32 Drawing in 

brown
 33 Potpie veggie
 34 Cracker seed
 36 Naked
 38 Superlative 

suffix
 39 Similar
 40 Corn spike
 42 Suspect’s 

excuse
 43 Marsh plant
 46 Surveillance
 47 Gravelly 

ridges
 49 Group of nine
 52 Propeller cap
 55 Stupid
 56 Deviled egg 

topper
 59 Groups of four
 60 Pistol pop
 61 Baby whale
 63 Taj Mahal land
 65 Greece 

neighbor
 67 Court reporter
 68 Man of the 

cloth
 71 ___ Paese 

cheese
 72 Bikini top
 73 SW Florida 

resort
 76 No more than

 78 Knocked 
for a loop

 80 Turned to 
slush

 82 Book jacket 
rave

 83 The deep
 84 Alley of 

comics
 85 Sushi eel
 86 Symbol
 89 Stretching 

space
 92 Soup legume
 95 Ohio city
 97 Cartoon bark
 98 Eden figure
 99 Muscle injury
 101 Filmmaker 

DeMille
 102 Leave in 

the lurch
 103 Sticker
 104 Ostrich cousin
 106 Scotland ___
 108 How the riot 

act is read
 111 Green clubs
 114 Breastbone
 116 Come to light
 118 Coat with 

flour
 121 Variety
 123 Central 

Park locale 
(3 words)

 126 Parks of 
civil rights

 128 Automaton
 129 Collection
 130 ___ Peace 

Prize
 131 ___ Vegas
 132 Look for
 135 Sighs for
 139 Greek “T”
 140 Diva’s pride
 141 Spud
 142 N. Carolina’s 

___ Banks
 144 “Zounds!”
 145 Top 40 hits
 146 “Big Brother” 

network

 147 Angry
 148 Wrecks a 

picnic
 150 Japanese dog
 151 ___ Gras
 152 Beneath
 153 Happy look
 154 Free-falling 

sport
 155 In another 

place
 156 Personnel

 DOWN

 1 Make up a lie
 2 X-rays, e.g.
 3 Horse food

 4 Final word
 5 Fielding flubs
 6 Marries in 

secret
 7 Flowering
 8 Author 

Asimov
 9 Boater’s 

“backward”
 10 Glossy paint
 11 Thingamajig
 12 Unnecessary
 13 Sixth sense
 14 Beginning
 15 Account
 24 Met 

productions

 26 Full DNA 
sequence

 28 Crystal-baller
 29 Angelic glow
 31 Fridge stick-on
 32 Gazed
 35 Greek fabulist
 37 Li Na’s 

homeland
 41 Declare
 44 Tall building
 45 Peter out
 47 Porridge
 48 Large sea 

snail
 50 Spurs’ org.
 51 Gung-ho

 53 Songwriter’s 
org.

 54 Sick
 57 Painter 

Picasso
 58 Tube type
 60 Spiteful one
 62 Old ___ 

cocktail
 64 Dreadful
 65 Pasture crop
 66 Stomach
 67 Tasted
 69 Same in value
 70 Fix firmly
 74 Grown-up

 75 Andean 
animal

 77 Hold up
 79 Gondolier’s 

pole
 81 Egyptian king
 87 Ridicule
 88 Driver’s need
 90 18th President
 91 Blast from 

the past
 93 Kind of energy
 94 The Bahamas, 

e.g.
 96 Wipe clean
 100 Nursery ___
 105 Bunny bounce

 107 Scott Joplin 
tune

 109 Snitch on
 110 Northerner
 111 Strength
 112 Time at bat
 113 Star in Virgo
 114 Adage
 115 Neptune’s 

neighbor
 116 Anteaters
 117 Press
 119 Suave
 120 Boot  

campers
 122 Deli meat

 124 Honolulu 
locale

 125 Danny in 
“White 
Christmas”

 127 Overtake
 132 Yo-yo part
 133 Gaming area
 134 Universe
 136 White weasel
 137 Slim down
 138 Jockey’s seat
 143 Hurled
 149 Enjoy Aspen
 153 Sold-out sign

ANSWER TO BIG X #39
and week #37 winner – page 51
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C R A C K P O T S A D D R E S S E D S E V E N T E E N
A I E B A V O G C A C I A D A
N E R V Y D O D G E O T A R U N E E D S P R I O R
A S U D R E D D L E I N I T C
D U T C H R U L E S A E S O P E D I C T M A O R I
I R O V A E M E N D S I T A L I C I D O R S
E L I H U T B I T I L D A N N A I L S
N P S T E R E O C H E L S E A D A N G E R A U
S I S T E R A D O E L M A E O N O B L E S

M U S U A L L Y R A I S I N S M A N A G E R A
O P A L C E D D P R O A T H
N I K E I T H S E A L I O N B E L L A N O
P U R P L E G A U H O O R U V A C A N T
U A A R C H E R S H O R T E N U N S E E N D H
R O B I N A D I P U A S S M I N D I E
P B G E M I N I E V E N I N G Q U E U E S E A
O L I V E R M N C A N O U X N E A R E D
S A O R A N G T I G H T E N E T H E L M E
E A R L S G E E I A A R I D
D U T I L I Z E P O R T R A Y C A B A R E T C

B O L E R O N D N A O A G O I G A I N E D
A O I N D E E D B A R N O W L B U T T E R A I
D O N U T R I L U S A I W H N O R M S
A G O L E H E R O E S K E E P E R R Y E R S
C A B I N A B O D E S E I S M A B A C I D R A K E
T E M G A R C M B A R B L T N
O M A H A S A G E S H E A V E L A B E L M O I S T
R C C U E O E G R E I E A V E
S C H L E P P E D N E W J E R S E Y T E D D Y B E A R

FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ
WIN

$100

Tell us why these pix DON’T

exactly match and win...

There are three differences between these photos. If you spot 

them correctly – and your entry is the first chosen at random – 

GLOBE will send you $100. Simply identify the three differences 

between the photographs in a letter or postcard and send it to us 

at the address listed in the official rules on page 47. 

GLOBE  
WINNERS

KAREN FRANCIS, 61, of 

Bronx, N.Y., is the grand 

prize winner of Spot 

the Differences No. 37. 

She said she’s unem-

ployed currently, but 

when working is a legal 

secretary. Given that, 

she had an easy reply 

to what she planned 

to do with the $300 

prize. “Pay the rent!” 

she said.

The five lucky $25 

winners are: Janet 

Schultz, Rolling 

Prairie, Ind.; Sharon 

Beckwith, Boca Raton, 

Fla.; Carla Sovocool, 

Fort Wayne, Ind., Steve 

Getman, Celina, Ohio; 

Geraldine Hardee, 

Magnolia, Del.

BIG X SOLUTION FOR WEEK #39

WINNER FOR WEEK #37   Wanda Moller, Cherokee, Iowa

DID YOU 
GUESS?

The amiable  

actress is Friends 

star Jennifer 

Aniston, who has 

appeared in  

Horrible Bosses, 

Office Space and 

Cake. How did 

you do?
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(Write your 
answers here)

R I U

I A F

E T N

ANSWERS

Here’s a great way to keep your 

brain sharp. Start with the  

number on the left in the grid and 

follow the instructions as you go 

across. See if you can do the math 

in 20 seconds ... or less!

GLOBE’s

BRAIN TRAINER
Great puzzles to keep your mind active & alert

8]\�WV�A7=:�\PQVSQVO�KIX	

Using the central letter and at least three others, how many words 

can YOU find? Plurals, proper nouns and hyphenated words are NOT 

allowed, and there is at least one nine-letter word to discover.

WORD
SQUARE

RATING:

Can you identify the 

mystery celebrity from 

the clues below?

20-SECOND 
CHALLENGE

Initials
If TPIR (long-running TV game 

show) is The Price Is Right, what 

do the initials below stand for?

1 OWK

2 DOWAR

3 YANA

4 AOHF

5 TGW

(Star Wars 

character)

(Lee Remick Movie)

(Michael Jackson hit)

(Mark Twain novel)

(Julianna Marguiles 

show)

20 WORDS

OK

30 WORDS

GOOD

40 WORDS

VERY GOOD

50 OR MORE

EXCELLENT

 11   +16    3    x4    Double it   +5  

11    Double it   +31    9    =

Word Square: ante, anti, aunt, earn, fain, fair, fait, fane, fare, fart, fate, faun, faut, fear, feat, feta, fiat, frat, naif, near, neat, raft, 
rain, rani, rant, rate, tare, tarn, tear, tufa, tuna, urea, afire, after, antre, faint, infra, irate, tinea, train, auntie, fainer, nature, nutria, 
retain, retina, unfair, fainter, inertia, ruinate, taurine, urinate, infuriate 

WHO 

AM 
I?

Who Am I? Barbra StreisandInitials: Obi-Wan Kenobi, Days of Wine and Roses, You Are Not Alone, Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn, The Good Wife.

20-Second Challenge: 5

1
I was born in Brooklyn, 

N.Y. in 1942.

2
At age 18, I dropped 

an “a” from my first 

name because I wanted  

to be unique.   

3
My debut album 

was in 1963 and the 

hits have kept coming  

ever since. 

4
I won Best Actress 

Oscar for my first 

movie in 1968. 

5
Both my husbands 

starred with O.J. 

Simpson in the 1978 flick, 

Capricorn One.



We partner with parents and families to help keep teens from using drugs and alcohol.

We provide families with free, science-based resources to help them deal with

teen substance abuse, information about the ever-changing drug landscape, programs that 

help parents engage with their teens, guidance for counseling or treatment if

they are in trouble, and support from families that have already faced this problem.

We’re here to help. Let’s work together.

Call our toll-free helpline, 1-855-DRUGFREE. Or visit us at drugfree.org.

Hoping can’t keep your kids from using drugs.

But you can. And we can help.

© Partnership for a Drug-Free America, Inc. Partnership is a nonprofi t, 501(c)(3) charitable organization.
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ASTROLOGY

Sophia Knight gives 100%. I never fail a client. Sophia helps your love problem no mat-
ter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ emo-

tionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,
jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) 

Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. 
Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered 

immediately, with love charm/candle. 1786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94123

CALL SOPHIA KNIGHT (310) 204-3773

BRINGS BACK LOVER 1 DAY

ASTROLOGY BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

Advertise in both tabloids for one low price and reach an audience 
of more than 4.3 million consumers today!

Contact us to learn more.

(800) 223-6226 • globe@russelljohns.com • www.russelljohns.com

ASTROLOGY

POWERFUL BREAKTHROUGHS - INTERVENTION!
THERESA 1-518-406-8492

Stops divorce, break-ups, enemies. Harness 

fi nances.

REUNITES LOVERS-24HRS. 1-305-469-8437
(Nora) God gifted spiritual healer. Solves all 

problems! Love, business, health. Restores 

happiness. Free question. Guaranteed help.

yyyyy
LONELY? CONFUSED? 1-518-274-0424

Need answers? Solutions? Call Jennifer.

FREE LIFE LOVE READING

1-817-282-3144 OR 1-214-799-9435
Powerful amazing 40 years gifted. Fulfi lls faith-

ful everlasting love permanently. Conquers life’s 

problems victoriously. Immediately restores de-

sires, happiness, success, blessings, destiny. 

Destroys jealous infl uencing. Completely.

SISTER GRABEL 1-214-470-4494
She will call out your friends/enemies.

SANTARIA 786-663-5060

Court cases, satanic curses, hexes, roots, 

voodoo house cleaning.

yyyyy
MR. LAVEAU LOVE SPIRITUALIST 877-775-5393
Reunites lover guaranteed. Solves problems.

LOVE SPELL SPECIALIST

Witches coven. Reunites lovers quick 

(323) 633-3295 www.covenlovespells.com

$50. REUNITES LOVERS  310-663-5076
Renowned psychic. Solves all! Free?

FREE FULL READING 888 -581- 1190
Love specialist. Reunites lovers 2  days. 

Never fails!

LOVE SPECIALIST 1 -516 -776- 3983
Reunites separated. 24 hours! Guaranteed.

PAY AFTER LOVER RETURNS

Love Therapist Scotty Gray

(310) 270-2741

PROFESSOR WHITE 1 -832- 423- 8443
Reunites lovers. Eliminate: stress, evil.

FREE 10 MIN READING 316-573-6127
(Faith) gifted miracle worker. Love specialist. 

Solves all problems! Guaranteed.

50% OFF VOODOO LOVE SPELLS
Call Amanda for all psychic needs. 

(575) 619-0555, voodoolovespellsby

amanda.com.

AFRICAN VOODOO.  Relat ionships. 

Powerballs. Megamillions. Doctor Jumbo. 

(818) 916-0267

+++
FISHMAN VOODOO and black magic. 100% 

real. (912) 592-1502.

+++
ENLIGHTENED PSYCHIC view con-

cerning you! Discuss business/personal

mat ters  wi th  endless poss ib i l i t ies.

(888) 296-7457. 

+++
2  FREE questions! (214)  916- 0979. (Pricilla) 

Reunites lovers within minutes.

yyyyy
NORA HELPS all matters! Reunites lovers 

immediately. (832)  835- 4333.

REUNITES LOVERS hours! Dominique re-

veals future. Solves problems. Guaranteed. 

(215)  410- 6107.

PSYCHIC CRYSTAL ( 213)  256- 5827.  Love 

specialist. Solves all problems!

IMMEDIATE HELP ( 267)  444- 5245. Re-

stores relationships. Removes negativity!

LOVE, MONEY, relationship questions? Call 

the Psychic Connection. (712) 432-4259.

DON’T TELL me. I’ll tell you! (Ms. Butler). 

( 843) 332 -9602.

STOP LOOKING! No false promises. Helps 

all.  (630)  501- 7830.

STEPHANIE SPIRITUAL healer reunites 

love! Stops negativity. (215) 410 -4696.

LOVE SPECIALIST Sylvia solves all prob-

lems! Guaranteed results. (215)  586- 9781.

yyyyy
ANGELINA REUNITES lovers guaranteed! 

(210) 735-3947  (210) 665-9971.

LIVE LOVE Coach Specialist. Put the spark 

back in your relationship.  (818) 917-6823. 

SPIRITUAL CLEANSING (954) 513-7201. 

(Dorothy) Removes bad luck / evil!

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

REBUILDING ALTERNATORS, starters. 

Author publishing. Real estate, home 

business, craps systems. www.HHTechnolo 

giesinc.com.

Orphans!  
Write the story of your life.  

If your chapter is included in a book,  
we will send you $100. 

(If book is published you will receive royalties)

Evanow Publishing Box 1197 
Montgomery TX 77356

CHAT/DATELINES

ALWAYS FREE! Ladies talk to hot exciting 

local guys. (800) 743-4150. 18+. Guys try it 

free: (888) 360-3339.

SECRET ENCOUNTERS for wild, live con-

nections with exciting local ladies. Try it free! 

(800) 957-8777. 18+.

CALL “STUDIO 55” for 24/7 free live chat at:  

(712) 432-2211.

DIET AIDS

Trim 4 Life 4 More Life!
www.rawpowermulticare.com

FINANCIAL

Void where prohibited by law.

$
CASH NOW. No credit or bank required. 

24 hours. (888) 338-2338.

HEALTH & FITNESS

HEALTHY TEA & best tasting, healthiest 

coffee in the world. Beemade.mysisel.com 

(217) 653-7480.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

ELECTRONIC WART REMOVER
100% removal success in one 3 min-

ute home treatment. (800) 645-0234 

www.wartabater.com

OF INTEREST TO MEN

ASIAN BRIDES!  Box 4601GL, Thousand 

Oaks, CA 91359. (805) 492-8040. 

www.pacisl.com



REAL LIFE

In addition 

to modeling, 

Kanya 

Sesser, who 

was born 

without 

legs, is a 

skateboarder 

and 

Paralympic 

hopeful

L
EGLESS lingerie 
model Kanya Sesser is 
standing tall — earning 
a whopping $1,000-a-day 

posing in the world’s hottest 
and hippest fashions! 

Born without legs and 
adopted from a Thailand 
orphanage, the 23-year-old 
beauty grew up in Portland, 
Ore., and learned to get 
around on a skateboard or by 
walking on her hands.

“I’m a go-getter, badass, 
sporty/girly girl,” the 
courageous cutie crows. “I’m 
always up for skating, surfing, 
snowboarding and just living 
it day by day.”

At age 15, Sesser began 
modeling for sports labels. 
Now she lives in Los Angeles 

and poses for Billabong, Nike 
and other brands — often in 
lingerie!

“I was mainly doing athletics 
shoots. Then, as I got older, I 
got into lingerie modeling,” 
says Sesser, who was left on 
the steps of a Buddhist temple 
as a baby. 

These days, along with 
strutting her stemless stuff 
for the camera, Sesser’s 
training for the 2018 Winter 
Paralympics in Pyeongchang, 
South Korea, as a mono-skier. 
And she’s also a motivational 
speaker.  

“I don’t need legs to feel 
sexy,” Sesser says. “I enjoy 
making money from it and 
I love showing people what 
beauty can look like.”
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LEGLESS 
BEAUTY

IS ON A ROLL!
She makes $1,000 a day as a lingerie model!
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                Money problems? Health issues? Feeling
                         all alone, struggling?  Trying to keep home
                         and family together?  Needing a large financial

            breakthrough?  Whatever you are facing ---

t iiss GGoodd’’ss wwiillll tthhaatt yyoouu pprroossppeerr,,
aanndd bbee iinn ggoooodd hheeaalltthh!!”” ------ 33 JJoohhnn 22

           People from all walks of life are being blessed who call
Pastor Danny Davis for personal prayer.  Receiving better
health, greater happiness, peace of mind, more money, better
jobs and spiritual contentment --- “What God is doing for
others; He will do for you!”

           Be Blessed --- Call Now!!

��������������������������This symbolic angelic coin
                            will be rushed to you to carry
                            for your “Good Fortune”.  It
                            will remind you God’s angels
                            are watching over you!

                          Visit Pastor Danny Davis’ Website:
                                    www.pastordannydavis.com

����3DVWRU�'DQQ\�'DYLV
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F
ADED Hollywood legends 
Doris Day and Mary Tyler 
Moore are united in shared 
tragedy — with each 

having lost their only child!
Day’s son, Terry Melcher, 

was 62 when he died from skin 
cancer in November 2004. That 
was 24 years after the death of 
Mary’s son, Richard Meeker Jr., 
who accidentally shot himself in 
the head on Oct. 14, 1980.

Day is comforting her old 
friend as Moore, 78, tries to get 
through the 35th anniversary of 
Richard’s passing, says a source.

“This year, Doris will say a 
special prayer for Richard 
AND for Mary, who 
is battling her own 
health crises,” a 
friend reveals.

M o o r e , 
who lives in 
G r e e n w i c h , 
Conn., is 
ravaged by 
heart disease, 
kidney problems 
and diabetes. 
The sitcom star 
is now frequently 
confined to bed, 

Day, 91, has 

while 

away in Carmel, Calif., 
with her beloved dogs. 
The ladies’ passion 
for pets brought them 

together in the early 1970s. 
Their mutual tragedies helped 
strengthen the friendship.

Mary’s own ill health 
“Doris always dreads each 

anniversary of Terry’s death. It 
causes her such pain, and she 
knows how Mary is feeling,” 
says the pal. 

Moore’s longtime wish has 

been to be reunited with her 
son — and friends worry that 
may happen soon.

“They fear Mary has little 
time left, and this is the last 
anniversary she’ll spend apart 
from Richard,” revealed the 
insider.

“Next year, Doris may be 
grieving over the loss of her old 
friend, too!”

The TV comeback of cuddly ’70s 

icons Miss Piggy and Kermit 

the Frog is under fire from a 

legion of furious mothers who 

think the new Muppets show is 

“perverted!”

ABC revamped the formerly 

family-friendly Muppets this fall 

as a “mockumentary” series for 

an older audience.

But the show’s adult focus — 

and its promotional ads that 

proclaim, “Finally, a network TV 

show with full frontal nudity” — 

has enraged One Million Moms, 

a conservative organization. 

“Many parents unknowingly 

will let their children watch 

an episode only to find out its 

perverted nature too late,” said 

a statement by the group.

The activists, upset over Mup-

pets producers abandoning a 

classic kids’ format, urge view-

ers to “avoid this program at all 

costs” — and to write, call and 

email the network in protest.

But Muppet diva Miss Piggy 

seems unconcerned, and is still 

hamming it up!

DORIS DAY PRAYING 

SEX-CRAZY MUPPETS TRIGGER OUTRAGE!

Fears for frail
sitcom queen 

as she marks 

SON’S DEATH

Richard Meeker Jr.,

died in 1980

Screen legends 

Doris Day (left) 

and Mary Tyler 

Moore have each 

confronted the 

horror of burying 

their only child
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Tormented Tony 
Stewart chased 

out of racing 
after killing 
rival driver

NASCAR STAR 

Kevin Ward Jr. was 

only 20 years old 

when he was fatally 

struck Aug. 9, 2014. 

Mourners (above) 

toted his casket 

from a funeral five 

days later

D
ISGRACED driver 
Tony Stewart is leaving 
NASCAR under a cloud 
— and experts fear he’s 

a broken man on the verge of 
suicide after killing another 
racer, Kevin Ward Jr., in a 
scandalous on-track crash!

Although 13 months have 
passed since the fatal accident, 
Stewart is still despised by fans 
who think he got away with 
murder. The three-time Spring 
Cup champ is now considered 
“poison” by insiders who feel 
he’s tarnished the sport.

Although Stewart insists 
he’s “retiring” next year, a 
source says, “he’s been driven 
out of the sport” and “is in a 
bad way.”

“Tony has never been loved 
among NASCAR drivers,” says 

an insider, who notes the racer 
is known as “Smoke” because 
of his hot temper. Over the 
years, Stewart clashed with 
Jeff Gordon, Kyle Busch and 
Matt Kenseth. His run-in with 
Ward was deadly.

Stewart killed Ward during 
a dirt track race at New York’s 
Canandaigua Motorsports 
Park last year. After the 
veteran driver caused Ward 
to wreck, the 20-year-old 
newcomer walked onto the 
track — during the race — and 
gestured angrily at Stewart. 

Ward was hit by Stewart’s 
car — and some claim it was 
deliberate even though the 
driver was cleared during a 
manslaughter probe.

Los Angeles psychiatrist Dr. 
Mark Goulston notes 44-year-

old Stewart’s life has been in 
the balance since the tragedy.

“Often what causes someone 
to be suicidal is when they 
lose their identity because 
of a tragedy like this, “ says 
Goulston, author of Talking 
to Crazy. “When something 
disastrous happens, it does a 
number on your mind.” 

Meanwhile, Ward’s parents 

have filed a wrongful death 
lawsuit against the notorious 
NASCAR bad boy, once 
considered one of the best 
drivers in the world.

Goulston, who hasn’t 
treated Stewart, says, “You 
can understand how this 
would kick the floor out from 
under Tony — and he might 
entertain suicidal thoughts!” 

Tony claims he 

didn’t see Kevin on 

the middle of the 

track (left) when he 

knocked over and 

killed the racing 

newcomer 

-expert warns
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QUEEN WON’T GIVE UP THRONE!
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          HILLARY CONFESSES: 
‘I’M A LESBIAN!’

WORLD  
EXCLUSIVE

SAD 
LAST 
DAYS!

®

Q�Secret emails reveal her lover Q PLUS: Midnight calls to Ellen! 

William &  Kate  
BETRAYED!

  Robert Conrad  
  DEK TK HERE 

  Liam Neeson  
  DEK TK HERE 

  Doris Day  
  DEK TK HERE 

WHO  

WILL DIE 

FIRST?

  Gene Wilder  
  DEK TK HERE 
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SAVE 53% - It’s like getting 28 issues FREE!
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’GATE 
CRASHERS!

HOLLYWOOD

D
USTIN HOFFMAN and 

ROBERT REDFORD 

played newshounds 

Bob Woodward and Carl 

Bernstein in the 1976 

flick All the President’s 

Men — based on the true 

story of the Washington 

Post reporters who broke 

the Watergate scandal 

and brought down Presi-

dent Richard Nixon. The 

journalists were intensely 

competitive with each 

other, and so were the 

movie’s two superstars. 

When Dustin tried to buy 

the film rights to the 

story, he discovered Rob-

ert had beaten him to the 

punch. Golden boy Redford 

offered Hoffman the role 

of Bernstein. According 

to Hollywood lore, Dustin 

replied, “I thought you’d 

never ask.”



Nothing is ever out of reach. Take NASA’s 3 billion mile trip to
Pluto. New Horizons launched January 19, 2006. Just 9 years

later this data recording miracle spacecraft promises to tell an 
incredible story about the origins and outskirts of our solar system.
Stay tuned to see if Pluto is the end of the Milky Way or the beginning
of another galaxy.

In celebration of America’s latest space odyssey, we bring you a
scientific marvel of our own––the Stauer Celestial Ring. An out of
this world ring with the down to earth price of just $95. This 
infinitely gorgeous ring carries a scientifically-grown star sapphire––a
beautiful blue stone that catches light in such a way to form a stunning
six point star on the surface. Well, we didn’t need to join NASA® or learn
astrophysics to pull this off, but it did involve some impressive, cutting
edge science.

The stone at the center of the Stauer Celestial Ring is made using
the latest gemological techniques. Our heavenly blue gemstone
isn’t just identical to a natural star sapphire—it’s actually superior. A
mined star sapphire is not only astronomically expensive; it also features
inevitable imperfections and inclusions, as well as faults in the star itself.
But, thanks to the intricate precision of our advanced techniques, our
lab-created star sapphire is both affordable and without imperfections,
so that deep blue color remains clear and untainted, with the star 

displaying clearly and brightly. Adding even more twinkle, our lab-
created star sapphire is orbited by DiamondAura® rounds. 

Just like Pluto is now within reach of the world’s best scientific minds,
the mesmerizing glow of a star sapphire is within your grasp with the
Stauer Celestial Ring. Catch your star today.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Experience the heavenly
beauty of the Stauer Celestial Ring for 60 days and if it isn’t 
making that someone special starry-eyed, send it back for a refund
of your purchase price.

5 carat Scienza® star sapphire   •   22 labcreated DiamondAura® rounds   •   .925 sterling silver setting   •   Whole ring sizes 5–10 

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. CSR11301
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Stauer Celestial Ring (5.20 ctw)

Offer Code Price $95 + S&P Save $304

18003332045
Your Insider Offer Code: CSR11301
You must use this insider offer code to get our special price.

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices™

Stauer®

The Cosmos in a Test Tube
The signature starlight of the legendary star sapphire is within your reach thanks to science.

† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on

Stauer.com without your offer code.

TAKE 76% OFF
INSTANTLY!

When you use your 
INSIDER OFFER 

CODE

Our Take 
on the 
Star Sapphire
is Heaven 
on Earth!

Rating of A+


